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NAVAHO ORIGINS

.By .CHARLES AMSDEN
Executive Secretary, Southwest Museum
cannot conceive of the Southwest without its seminomadic peoples, the Apache and the Navaho; they are
as closely associated with the region today as are the Pueblos themselves. So at first thought it is surprising to find
that the early Spanish explorers-Fray Marcos de Niza,
Coronado· and. his several chroniclers, Fray Agustin Rodriguez, arid· Antonio Espejo-make no mention ·of either
tribe. The various accounts of the Coronado explorations
do indeed mention Querechos-"the ·people of the buffalo
country"-a number of times; and it has been conjectured
that the easternmost Apache, the Jicarillas in particular,
were loosely classified under this ··head, which became
apparently· a general covering term for nomads as distinct
from the sedentary Pueblos. (See Winship, pp. 527, 587,
580, 588.) Luxan mentions Querechos at war with the
pueblo of .Acoma, and Querechos again in the "province of
Moqui"' (pp~ 86, 97) ; but a single tribe would scarcely cover

O

NE

Were these the Navaho? It is not likely, for the Luxan narrative indicates
that Espejo's party, like those of Tovar and Onate, ·met no Indians between Cibola
(the Zuni villages) . and. Tusayan (the Hopi pueblos) , their nearest approach to the
Navaho country of today.
It is true that Bandelier thought the "Apaches-Navajos were then certainly
neighbors of the Zunis, as they are today" (Documentary History of the Zuni Tribe,
v. 45) ; but he gives no reason, and admits it is strange they were not mentioned
by any of the chroniclers of Coronado's march. ·That none of the subsequent explorers
mentions them is stranger still-unless we conclude that the Navaho were still unknown in Cibola and Tusayan.
Bancroft (p, 20) tells of Navaho. advice to the Moqui, in 1692, "not to trust the
Spaniards"-indicating that Navaho and Hopi were then in contact, late in the
17th century, it will be noted.
1.
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'
the vast territorY" extending from the Texas plainf:! to Tusayan,' hence it is almost obvious that "Querecho" becatne
somewhat -of a byword for "wanderer" as opposed to set.
tled farmer, much as the term Apache was employed in later
times, or as "Chichimecos" was used in Mexico to designate
·any warlike people.
·
.
It by no means follows that the Navaho came under
this designation, however, or indeed that they were ever encountered by the early explorers of the Southwest. On the
contrary; there is ev~ry reason to believe that none of the
e~peditions of the 16th century had any contact with thern,
. or learned of their existence in any specific way. Coronado
entered the Pueblo country at Cibola, and marched east.
ward to Tiguex and the Rio Grande Pueblo territory via
.Acoma; Subsequent expeditions reversed the route (coming
first .to Tiguex by following up the Rio Grande from El
Paso) without changing its general lines; and it became almost traditional to make the "grand tour" of the Southwest
on a circuit roughly resembling a thin, bent figure 8 laid on
its side: the left-hand loo:p representing the Zt1fii and Hopi
. country, the right-hand loop the Rio Grande Pueblo region,
with Acoma as the central point where the loops meet. If
anybody pushed northward at any point along the circuit-toward the San Juan River and the present Colorado-New
Mexico boundary-the fact has escaped notice. All accounts
indicate clearly that the northernmost lines of pueblos
marked the limit of Spanish exploration in the 16th century, and it seems proper to conclude that the Navaho were
not encountered because they lived somewhere north of this
line, where all but a few of them live today.·

The Traditional Homeland
.
Navaho tradition defines the homeland of the tribe
Jquite as clearly, in general outline, as lines on a map; and
Washington Matthews has recorded it all with his usual"'
painstaking care in "The 'Navaho Origin Legend" (in Nar
vaho Legends, 1897) .

I
•
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It is characteristic of a pantheistic· folk to associ'ate the ·
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outstanding physical features of its territory with the pantheon : Grecian mythology offers a familiar instance. In
}ike manner is the Navaho country marked by points of
rnajor and minor importance in the legendry of the tribe.
Each of the four cardinal points has its sacred mountain,
the cosmic limit in that direction as seen through the mist
· of tradition. North is marked by a mountain (not surely
identified) in the San Juan range of southwestern Colorado; South by Mount San Mateo, later called Mount Taylor, in the region of Acoma; East by a peak in the Jemez
Mountains,
thought by Matthews
to be. Pelado; West by San
.
.
Francisco Mountain, just north. of Flagstaff, Arizona. Those
are the major points, the boundaries of the Navaho world
as created by the tribal gods. Minor points are Hosta Butte,
northeast of Gallup, New Mexico; Shiprock, in the northwest corner of the state; ·and El Cabez6n (Spanish for the
Great Head) between Jemez and Mount Taylor. El Cabez6n is the head of a god, and the great beds of lava lying
south and west of Mount Taylor are his blood (Matthews
pp. 221, 234) . ~Tradition is not fact, to be sure, but the identification
of definite physical features with the origin myths of a
people is sound evidence of passably long residence amid
those features; hence there is no good reason to doubt that
the Navaho occupied the region outlined above at a time
remote enough to justify its association, plausibly, with the
origins of the tribe.

Tribal Beginnings
Of the char~cter ·of those origins we have some interesting evidence
.
. through the patient researches of Mr. F. W.
Hodge, who in a paper on "The Early Navajo and Apache"
correlated Matthews' legendry of Navaho origins with his
own broad knowledge of Spanish historical sources· and
drew a number of conclusions that seem eminently sound in

'
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the main. These will now be summarized and tested against
other evidence on the same point.
'
'
The intermediate social unit among the Navaho is the
clan. As with the Pueblos, the Navaho trace most of their
clans back to a tribal accretion of alien
groups
or individu,
.
.
als, the founders of the Clan. . Hodge, taking Matthews'
legendary accounts of clan beginnings, 'shows how successive groups from surrounding peoples joined the original
(apparently small) tribal unit, sweiiing its numbers to the
point of making the Navaho an ever-growing menace to the
Pueblos round about; We have only the evidence of the
tradition for the addition of Utes, of Apaches, of an unidentified Shoshonean group, and of various Pueblo units.· But
parts of the legend of Navaho origins have their roots in
historic time and are subject to factual analysis.
Thus a Mexican clan, originating in a raid on a Spanish colony near Socorro, New Mexico, could not possibly
have come into existence before the 17th century, for want
of European settlement in that region; Similarly, Hodge
shows that a clan group from the salt lake south of Zufii is
identifiable with the abandonment, not long before Coronado came to Cibola, of Marata, the Zufii comiriunity on that
spot, whose walls were found standing by Coronado's party.
And the abandonment of Marata is almost of historic record, for Fray Marcos de Niza in 1539 talked with an old
Zufiian-living iri exile with a tribe farther south-who remembered Marata and thought it still inhabited!
Working backward from these known historic points,
with the "age of an old man" as his unit of time measure, in
accordance with the traditional Navaho method of reckoning Hodge places the very beginnings of the Navaho tribe
at about 1485 A. D. Matthews, working on legendary testimony without the aid of historical evidence, had carried
the tribe back to "between 500 and_700 years ago, or seven
ages of old men" (Hodge, p. 223) ; that is, back to 1200 to

.t
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1400 A. D. Matthews' is a calculation based on the tribe's
0 wn version of its beginnings; Hodge's is a revision of the
same body of evidence in the light of historic factors that
touch the story at certain points. Both lead very definitely
to the conclusion that the Navaho tribe is of mixed ethnic
character and of rapid and recent formation: a parvenu
people like their ultimate· conquerors, the Americans; and
both calculations rest, in the last analysis, on the shifting
sands of tradition.
There is, however, much more evidence pointing
toward the conclusions just reviewed. The cliff dwellings
and abandoned pueblos of the Navaho country figure intradition as ruins, formerly the abode of gods (Ethnologic Dictionary, p. 30) ; and we know positively, through arch~:eo
logical research checked and verified by,the tree ring chronology of Dr. A. E. Douglass,' that several of the most conspicuous ruins of the heart of the Navaho country-Pueblo
Bonito and others o'f Chaco Canon in particular- were inhabited as late as 1100 A. D., while others farther west, in
Canon du Chelly and del Muerto, date well into the 13th century. Inferentially, then, the Navaho came upon these
ruins after the dates given.
· The mixed physical character of the Navaho, as suggested by the legend of origins, is verified by the anthropological studies of Dr. Ales Hrdlicka (1900), who finds a
great diversity of physical traits: so great, indeed, that
everyone who troubles to' observe the Navaho with more
than cursory interest soon sees that the tribal physical types
range from the squat solidity of the Pueblos to the tall, sinewy build characteristic of the tribes of the Great Plains.
Navaho culture reveals this same mixed character. On
the ceremonial side it appears to have borrowed heavily
from the Pueblos; its basketry is strongly Shoshonean; its
2. This interesting and entirely convincing method of dating Pneblo ruins by
means of the annual rings of growth shown by the roof beams and supporting posts
found in them is described by its. eriginator in the National Geographic Magazine for
December, 1929.
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pottery, utterly un-Southwestern, and the earth-lodge type
of dwelling or hogan, both greatly' resemble those of the
Mandan of the Plains; while weaving, the outstanding
tribal craft, is Puebloan in its very essence. Language, it
is true, fails to support the conclusions of Matthews and
Hodge: Dr. Edward Sapir informs me that the.'Navaho
speech is Athapascan of surprising purity, considering the
obvious vicissitudes of tribal development. But we might
remember in this connection that the Nordics and Latins
who figure so largely in the American nation have changed
our speech but little from that of England today; and that
the language of a dominant people, history reveals, comes
little scathed through tremendous changes in the social and
ethnic structure. All in all, there is little evidence of tribal
antiquity and homogeneity in the Navaho, whether. we view
them in the light of their own traditions or in that of extraneous circumstance.

Location in Early Historic Times
If the Navaho tribe irew rapidly from small beginnings, one would expect to find its territorial strength in
commensurate increase; and this in fact. seems to be the
case. There is good reason to believe the tribe. centered in
early historic times in the northeastern portion of its later
broad domain, with the San Juan River marking its northwesterly limit and the foothills of the high mountains lying
along the present Colorada-N ew Mexico boundary as a barrier to the northeast. Southward lay the chain of Pueblo
villages of the Rio Grande valley, westward a. vast empty
area which the ambitious tribe was rapidly to make its own.
The very name Navaho. has an association with this
northeastern territory in the most generally ·accepted explanation of its origin." Dr. Edgar L. Hewett (1906) points
out that "in the second valley south of the great pueblo and
3. Derivation from Spanish words (for the Spanish first used the name in writ·
ing) has been suggested': from .,.,,., a plRin, or =vaio, a clasp knife. But althougb
the words fit the case nicely, the historical connection is hard to establish.
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cliff village of Puye in the Pajarito Park, New Mexico, is
a small pueblo ruin known to the Tewa Indians as Navahu,
this being, as they claim, the original name of the village:
The ruined villages of this plateau are all Tewa of the preSpanish period. This particular pueblo was well situated
for, agriculture, there· being a considerable acreage of tillable hind near by, far more than this small population would
, have utilized . . . The Tewa Indians assert that the name
'Navaku' refers to the large area of cultivated lands." This
suggests an identity with Navaj6 which Fray· Alonso de.
Benavides, in his Memorial on New Mexico published in
1630, applied to that branch of the Apache nation (Apaches
de Navaj6) then living to the west of the Rio Grande, beyond the very section above mentioned. Speaking of these
people Benavides says: "But these (Apaches) of Navaj6
are very great farmers for that (is what) Navaj6 signifies
-'great planted fields'." (Quoted in Benavides, pp. 266267).
The word "Navajo" as a geographical term must have
been well established, for Gregg, as late as 1844, speaks of
the "ruins of Pueblo Bonito in the direction of Navajo."
(Vol. I, p. 285).
The Navajo in History
· The first known historical reference to the Navaho•
places them in the region whence their name is believed to
derive. It is found in the "Relaciones" of Father Ger6nimo
Zarate-Salmer6n, a history of Spanish activities in California and New Mexico between 1538 and 1626. The pertinent ,portion follows, as translated by Lummis in the Land
of Sunshine magazine for Febru~ry, 1900 (Vol. 12, No. 3,
p. 183) : "When I said to these Hemez" that if there were
4. The Apache, cousins of the Navaho through their common Athapascan linguistic affiliation, precede them in history by only a few years : Onate mentions them
in 1599 in a Jetter to the Viceroy of New Spain, locating them in "this eastern
country" along with' the people of Pecos (Cocoyes). Se Bolton pp. 212, 218, for the
translated passage.
5. People of Jemez Pueblo, who had told Father Geronimo of a nation living to
the northwestward, who spoke., the ancient Aztec tongue. This nation may have been
the UtP.s, distant linguistic, kirismeh of the Aztec.
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guides I would gladly go to discover' this nati9n . . . they
replied that ... [one had only to] go out by way of the river
Zama (Chama) and that past the nation of the Apache In~
dians of Nabahu (our Navajos) there is a-very great river
(this was the upper course of the Colorado or Buena Es~
peranza) ... and that the river suffices for a guide. And
that all was plain with· good grasses and fields between the
north and the northwest; that it was fertile land, good and
level and that there are many nations-the province of
Quazulas.:_the qusutas (Utas) and further inland another
nation settled." .
The geographic location of the "Apache Indians of
Nabahu" is clear beyond question: it was between the
Chama and the "very great river" that "suffices for a
guide," which must be the San Juan, largest eastern trib~
utary of the mighty Colorado." North of this river lived the
Utes-surely ·the "qusutas" of the old chronicler-with
whom the Navaho have fought and traded for centuries.'.
The intervening country is as described, even today: "all
plain with good grasses and fields between the north and the
northwest."·
Here, then, lived the Navaho when the light of history
first falls upon them. For further confirmation we have
the. statement of Benavides .(PP· 43-53) dating from 1630,
that he founded a monastery at. Santa Clara pueblo for the
conversion of the Navaho; ~nd the :riote by Hodge in the
same, page 243, that the Navaho caused the abandonment
of Jemez Pueblo about 1622, by their frequent raids.
Luxan tells of trouble between Acoma and the Querechos in
1582 (p. 87), and it is possible that these Querechos were
the Navaho, since .Acoma is not far from the sacred mountain of the south, Mount Taylor. Zufii and Hopi apparently
.
.
6. Despite Lummis, as just quoted, because the Colorado is very distant, with
rugged mountain ranges intervening. The· only "very great river . . . past the nation
of the Apache Indians of Nabahu" is the San Juan.
· 7. "Ute River" was an old Navaho name for the San Juan, Mr. Earl Morris has
told me.
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were not molested until a later time," although from early
of the fractious
in the 18th . century until the subjugation
.
tribe by American troops in the middle of the 19th, the
Navaho were among their most dreaded enemies.

i
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The Navaho Become Weavers
We have seen the Navaho definitely- brought into the
historic scene by Zarate-Salmeron and Benavides early in
the-17th century, but neither of these chroniclers indicates
in any way that weaving was a tribal craft. In the case of
Zarate-Salmeron little importance need be attached to this
negative evidence, for he is concerned mainly with Spanish
affairs.
Benavides, however, is in another situation; his Memo-·
rial is devoted to a description of the customs and the industries of the natives of New Mexico, and this subject is·
treated with sufficient thoroughness to assure mention of
any activity important enough to serve as a descriptive detail. Weaving in particular is emphasized and lauded by
Benavides when he speaks of the Pueblos, for the good friar
is writing, in fact, a campaign doeument designed to impress the high Spanish authorities, that they may be moved
to support more generously the colonization of New Mexico
and the conversion of its native peoples. He puts the Indians in their best light always, not forgetting to stress the
economic aspects of his subject, with a canny appeal to
avarice as well as to Christian zeal. The natural resources
of the province are not overlooked, nor is the fact that every
Pueblo household pays an annual tribute to the Spanish
authorities of one vara (33 inches) of cotton cloth. If the
genteel and economically useful craft of weaving had been
found among the Navaho, this shrewd propagandist would
not have overlooked it, we may be sure; for he displays a
particular interest in that tribe, devoting several pages of
8. An old Hopi man told Mr. F. W. Hodge that the Ute, not the Navaho, were
the traditional enemies of the Hopi, clearly implying that the Navaho came later.
· · Spier was told that the Havasupai first saw Navaho among them about 1860
(p: 36211').
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his Memorial to an account of his efforts to convert it to
Christianity and to a description of it~ customs. Benavides
mentions Navaho agricul~ure, describes the Navaho hogan
indicates that the tribe lives by hunting and is skillful at'
leather work (they made him a present of dressed deer.
skins). But of weaving there is not a word; so we may con.
~Jude that the craft was either non-existent or of slight im.
portance among the Nav~ho in 1629.
Unfortunately for this study of Navaho· weaving, the
remainder of the 17th century is almost barren of available historical records. The Pueblo Rebellion of 1680 came
as the culmination of a long period of friction between native and Spaniard, and it undid nearly all that had been
accomplished toward settlement and conversion. Every
colonist was swept from the land during the twelve troubled
years that followed, and most of the Spanish records within
jthe province were destroyed. But we know that the Navaho
took no stand in the conflict between native and invader.
They used the war
as a lever for their own erids, preying on
.
.
the harassed Spanish settlements and the hard-pressed re~
volting pueblo communities with complete impartiality, and
~their flocks and horse-herds grew rapidly in consequence.•
The tribe grew as well, during these troubled times.
Many pueblos sent their non-combatants into the Navaho
country for refuge when capture by the dethroned conquerors seemed the only alternative/" and numbers of these
refugees were merged into the tribe. If the Navaho were
not already weavers, certainly they had a: golden opportunity of becoming such during the Pueblo Rebellion, with
experts in the craft living among them, and their flocks
growing rapidly. In the light of this situation (and bear. ./ ing in mind that Spanish colonists with their European
sheep had been established in New Mexico only one cen~-

Bancroft gives a good account of Navaho activities during this period. See,
in particular pp, 201, 222, 223.
. 10. Kidder describes ruins in Gobernador Canon in northwestern New Mexico,
which show a jumble of N>~vaho and Pueblo house structures, and pottery characteristic of both peoples ; concluding that they date from this ·period w~en Pueblo
and Navaho lived for a brief time together•
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turY) it is highly probable that the Pueblo Rebellion established weaving litmong the Navaho, and that we may consider it a tribal craft from then onward. Some beginnings
maY have been made earlier, to be sure, but it would be rash
to assume that a tribe of semi-nomadic huntsmen could-in
the short space of a century-make the fundamental readjustments implicit iri the pastoral mode of life and the practice of weaving. For the sheep, like the horse, was pre.:.
destined to become a dominant factor in the tribal life, making basic and far-reaching alterations in its pattern. This
helpless little animal; supplying as it did the meat and the
clothing of the tribe, moved into a position of economic dominion over its masters which altered the destinies of the
Navaho nation for all time to ccime. An embarrassing host-\
age to fortune it finally proved to be, for when the Navaho ·
were at 'last conquered and induced to live peaceably oii
a reservation as wards of the American government, it
was the slaughter of their flocks that brought tli.em to their
knees. in submission. Civilization conqu~r~d· the Navaho: /e
not wtth the gun or the gospel, but all unwtttmgly,.·by mean~
of the lowly sheep!
·
11
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Historical Records of Weaving
When research historians shall have laid before us
more fully the mass of historical data on provincial New
Mexico, now buried in the archives of Spain and Mexico,
'we shall certainly find in it some reference to Navaho weaving in the early 18th century."' ·But for the present the his:..

I

11. There is a .story-vaguely legendary-that the Navaho compacted with the
Hopi to teach them weaving. It does not ring. true to the anthropologist, who knows
that crafts and customs are generally diffused without such conscious and deliberate
fostering. 'l'he practical American mind s_ees nothing shocking_..in the abrupt abandonment of practices hallowed by tradition and custom, in favorfof
new ones ; but the
. •;r.
Indian mind would certainly recoil from such a step.
;;1; ·
.
12. For example: Bancroft, p. 247, has a promising · r~ference to an official investigation of missionary
affairs in New
Mexico in 17 45, at .~\.Vhich ua dozen witnesses
.
.
formally told the governor all they knew about the Navahos, which was not much."
His information came .apparently from ua manusc~ipt in the Pinart collection." It
must be said, too, that Hodge in the Ayer translation of Benevides' Memorial, ·summarizes various unsuccessful missionary efforts among the Navaho during the 18th
century, but without mention of weaving (note
.
. 45, p •. 268.)
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tory of this craft begins with a sentence fouhd in a letter
from Teodoro de Croix, the Commander-General of the In~
terior Provinces of New Spain to his superior, Jose de Gal~
vez, written February 23, 1780, and recently translated by
Prof. A. B. Thomas in Forgotten Frontiers, p. 144, as
follows:
"The Navajos, who although of Apache kinship have
a fixed home, sow, raise herds, and weave their blankets and
clothes of wool, might follow the good example .of the Mo~
qui ... " Croix speaks from experience, not hearsay, for
he was thJ:.,n i] N~ ,Meeico, engaged in the task of adjus~
ing (by armed diplomacy) the rebellious tendencies of the
various native tribes to the colonial policy of Spain on this
northern frontier of its vast empire of the New World.
A task of heroic proportions it. was proving to be, as
Thomas makes clear. The thin line of Spanish settlements
dotting the valleys of the Rio Grande and its tributaries
from El Paso to Taos was completely ringed about with
marauding and restive tribes. The Comanche menaced the
entire eastern face of this fragile wall of presidios, mis~
sions, and homesteads. The Apache swung in a long curve
aeross its southern and westerly exposures, from the Pecos
to the Gila, a constant menace to the northern settlements
in the Pueblo territory and to the Sonora frontier (Spain's
second line of frontier defense) as well. The Hopi province
on the northwest corner of Spanish territory had made good
its independence and was a constant source of irritation if
not of open trouble. Northward-foes alike of the Hopi
and the Spanish-lay the Ute; and between them and the
Spanish villages of the Chama valley, as we complete our
circuit, were the Navaho, growing constantly bolder and
stronger in their challenge to Spanish protection of the
Pueblo villages whose spoliation was becoming a tribal custom. And of all these enemies, the Navaho were to prove
the boldest and the hardest to control in the century to follow. Unlike the Apache, who lay between the Spanish lines
of frontier posts, they could never be hemmed in: at no time
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did Spanish or Mexican military strength feel equal to the
task of surrounding them and pressing upon them from all
sides ~t once.
From the same work of Thomas upon the vicissitudes
of Spanish rule in 18th century New Mexico we catch· another interesting glimpse of the Navaho in 1785. The
reference is to an expedition of military-diplomatic character by Spanish frontier officials to break up an alliance between Navaho and Gila (western) Apache:
. · "The interpreter on his part informed the governor
that the Navaho nation has 700 families more or less with 4
or 5 persons to each one in its five divisions of San Matheo,
Zebolleta or Canon, Chusca, Hozo, Chelli with its thousand
men of arms ; that their possessions consist of 500 tame
horses; 600 mares with their corresponding stallions and
young; about 700 black ewes, 40 cows also with their bulls
and calves, all looked after with the greatest care and diligence for their increase ... " (Report by Pedro Garrido y
Duran, Chihuahua, Dec. 21, 1786, in Thomas, p. 350.)
This brief account is packed with information; as .a
short analysis will reveal. Seven hundred families of four
or five persons in each make a tribal total of some three
thousand souls-a goodly number, but perhaps not quite
enough to justify the "thousand men of arms."
The tribe is well equipped with livestock, it will be
noted, but horses are still more numerous than sheep at this
early period, while cattle attain an insignificant total; but
the Navaho never were cattlemen-horses and sheep were
ever their favorites. Cattle consume the pasturage needed
for horses, but sheep can graze fat where those animals
would starve.
The "five divisions" mentioned reveal a geographic extension much greater than that suggested by the 17th century references previously quoted: the tribe has progressed
1

"
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13. A good contemporary discussion of the Indian menace to 18th century New
Mexico is found in ·uGovernor Mendinueta's Proposals for the Defense of Ne":" Mexico'•
(translated by Prof. Thomas) in NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, VI: 21-39.
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rapidly in its westward expansion, for Chusca (Chusca
Mountains, evidently) and Chelli (Canon du Chelly-) , are
almost in Hopi territory. Zebolleta ·(near Laguna pueblo)
and San Matheo (Mt. Taylor) indicate its southern extent.
Taking the San Juan river as the approximate northern
limit and the Jemez region as the eastern, we have the tribal
territory quite accurately defined as of the year 1785, and
it shows little change today.
The next historical reference to Navaho weaving is
quoted by Lansing B. BloQm from Twitchell's Spanish Archives of New Mexico, I, document number 1176, as follows
the quotation being an excerpt from a letter from Governor'
· Chacon to the military commander in Chihuahua, written
in 1795: (in Bloom, 1927, p. 233).
,
"The Navajoes, whom you suspect may have aided the
Apaches in their incursions, have since the death of their
general Antonio been irreconcilable enemies, to such a degree that witl;t us they have observed an invariable. and
sincere peace. These Gentiles are not in a state of coveting
herds (of sheep), as their own are innumerable. They have
increased their horse herds considerably; they sow much
and on good.fields; they work their wool with more delicacy
and taste than the Spaniards. Men as well as women go de-·
cently clothed; and their Captains are rarely seen without
silver jewelry; they are more adept in speaking Castilian
than any other Gentile nation; so that they really seem
"town" Indians much more than those who have been re·
duced ... "
Advancing now to the year 1799, Navaho weaving is
set forth as not merely a tribal craft, but an industry which
is becoming an economic factor in the province. Don Jose
Cortez, "an officer of the Spanish royal engineers, when stationed in that region," wrote then that "the Navajos have
manufactures of serge, blankets, and other coarse cloths,
which more than suffice for the consumption of their own
people; and they go to the province of New Mexico with the
surplus, and there exchange their goods for such others as
they have not, or for the implements they need.'~
•

14

14. From "Reports of Explorations and Surveys, etc." Vol. III, p. 120.
Frederick H. Douglas brought this reference to my notice.
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Soon thereafter another reference appears, for which
'
I am indebted to Mr. F. W. Hodge. It is found in Pedro
·Bautista Pino's Exposici6n del Nuevo Mexico, printed in
,
1812. Pino, who went to Spain in 1811 as a delegate from
New Mexico to the Spanish parliament, writes (p. 41) of .
f . the Navaho that "their woolen fabrics are the most valuable (apreciables) in our province, and Sonora and Chihua- ·
hua (as weli) ."
Of these four earliest known references to Navaho
weaving, each is more definite and emphatic than its predecessor. Croix in 1780 merely mentions the .Navaho as
I weavers. Chacon in 1795 concedes them supremacy over
the Spaniards in "delicacy and taste" in weaving. Cortez in
1799 makes it clear that the production of blankets more
than suffices for tribal needs. Pino in 1812 categorically
places Navaho weaving at the head of the industry in three
large provinces ; · significantly ahead even of the Pueblo
··craft, which mothered that of the Navaho.
On abundant evidence, then, the Navaho had gained a
recognized supremacy in native Southwestern weaving in
.wool as early as the opening of the 19th century; and down
to the present day that supremacy has never been relin.qui shed. The Hopi craftsmen may have shown more conscience and conservatism at certain times, but the Navaho
women have proved the more versatile, imaginative, and
progressive, and the Navaho blanket has always been the
favored child of that odd marriage of. the native American
loom with the fleece of European sheep .. ·

I
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Thus do tradition, science, and history combine to
sketch the nebulous outline of the early Navaho. Vague
and meager the details, yet we have a large and significantly
harmonious body of evidence bearing upon the romantic
career of. that handful of 'A.thapascan
people who seemingly
.
filtered through the mountain valleys of the southern
Rockies sometime between 1000 and 1500 A. D., to become
in an astonishingly short time the scourge of a far-flung
)
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iine of stout Pueblo and Spanish communities, lords of a
territory comparable to New England, arid the largest tribe
of Indians in North America. Warlike, this astonishing
people defied the. armed forces of the United States within
the memory of living men; peaceful, it sent the fame of its
distinctive blanket to the ends of the earth. Behind these
meager factual details lies an epic human drama. May it
-some day-be fittingly sung!
Southwest Museum
Los Angeles, California.
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THE. ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN TilE SOUTHWEST
By
THOMAS MATTHEWS PEARCE
.
~\

urcH
in the
of cities and men, the Southwest is
.1': · also rich in the history of words. Jutting mesa and shelhistor~es

tered canon have heard languages formed and spent in the
long life'of mardn 1this'region. Only part of the story can
.be rehearsed !}ere, where ancient monument~ with their
pictographs, and yellowed parchment holding antique reldciones, must wait for other interpreters. Her~ chiefly the
word-stock of a late comer in this ancient region is to be
considered. Yet many of these immigrant words of newest Southwestern speech, English words, have been here
long enough to seed, produce new life, and fade back into
the land which brought them out. In the American English .
stock remaining, words of the first comers have now -found
a place, and a great many words of the next and later speech
stock as well. This paper is the story of English speech in
its adaptation to a new country, new ways, and new neighbors in the So1,1thwest. It attempts to outline as briefly as
possible the new uses which American English found for
itself in the Southwest, the natural adjustments which it
made early to the Spanish it found here, and the more recent cordiality it has shown to words of Indian origin, useful in acquaintance with past and present Indian life.
Sinclair Lewis's Babbitt was issued in England a few
years ago with a glossary of American terms attached to
it, so that English readers could translate the unintelligible
Americanisms. About twelve months ago in this country,
two books were, issued, one from Boston and the other from
Dallas, and with each there was included a glossary of terms
to enable American readers to interpret the unfamiliar
Americanisms. These books were not travelogues of Thibet
or of the Amazon, requiring footnotes to strange beasts
and birds. Both were written about the southwestern
*Paper read before the Academy of Science, Arts and Letters, Albuquerque, May
23, 1932.
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United States. One was Mary Austin's Starry Adve'nture
and the other, Frank Dobie's Coronado's Children. Mrs.
Austin's glosses at the .bottoms of pages include 62 translated words and phrases, which, I venture to say, are about
one-half of the marginal notes a stranger to the Southwest
really requires in reading her book. For instance, she does
not footnote "arroyo" and ''lorna," though she explains
"baile" and "barranca." Only "baile" is given italics, the
literary garb of a stranger in English. To the average
American, "lorna" and "arroyo" would need just as much
explanation as "baile" and "barranca," and so far as italics
are concerned, all four words would wear them practically
anywhere but in the Southwest. They would be visitors
making their bow in the strange company of AmericanEnglish words. Frank Dobie's book has a glossary of Southwestern localisms which contains 228 terms. The distinctive character of American English as a branch in the main.
stream of English speech, a branch being fed by numerous
freshets until it inay become a flood larger than the parent
source, has become recognized both in England and America: The part of the Southwest as one of the feeder streams
warrants more attention than it has received.
In the discussion which followed the publication in 1919
'
of H. L. Mencken's The American Language, William
Archer, the distinguished English playwright, wrote :
New words are begotten by new conditions of
life; and as American life is far more fertile of
new conditions than ours, the tendency toward neologism cannot but be stronger in America than in
England. America has enormously enriched the
language, not only with new words, but (since the
American mind is, on the whole, quicker and wittier than the English) with apt and luminous colloquial metaphors.
1

\

Nowhere were the "apt and luminous colloquial metaphors" more freely forged and the "tendency toward
1.

Mencken, The American Language, p. 17.

New York, 1930.
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neologism", more rapidly expanded in English than in the
Southwest, where trapper, trader, soldier of fortune, cow.
boy, enjoyed a life singularly spacious and yet fraught with
imminent peril of one sort or another. · The trailsman once
"on the prairie" experienced that expansive sense of freedom which still comes to one leaving the hedged-in paths
of the East, but no prairie was so open that it failed to con.
ceal the Comanche and Arapahoe, sometimes bent on cutting
out a few dozen mules or a hundred cattle, and always eager
"to count coup" with a scalp or two. Trader jargon, trap.
per slang, cowboy lingo, have many terms in common, and
many terms of a distinct professional cant. To the free and
easy Anglicisms of this group, were added some French
terms from voyageurs on the trail, a good many Spanish
terms in the Santa Fe trade and on the rancho, a large body
of Spanish words as life became more settled for the emigrant English, and recently a considerable body of Indian
words, experienced through increased interest and attention to the architecture, ceremony, folk-ways, and legends
of this indigenous cultural unit. Modern life in the Southwest is still fertile for word coinage through increased
bilingualism among Spanish and English, through the slow
culture-fusion of three racial stocks, Indian, Spanish and
English, through unique industries like those of archreology,
dude-ranching, and health-seeking, chiefly "Jungers chasing
the cure" for tuberculosis. The study of these language
materials was begun in collecting quotations for the Historical. Dictionary of Americ'an English, a project begun in
1926 at the University. of Chicago, under the direction of
Sir William Craigie, one of the editors of the New English
has become almost
a separate projDictionary. ·The study
.
'
ect of its own limited sort into the wealth of Southwestern
language lore.
The words presented here have been· taken from the
literature of the region, both published and unpublished.
Personal journals of traders of the early days, the earliest
newspapers, notebooks of military reconnaissance,· early
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and late magazine articles and·printed books, have been the
scouring ground for a number of students assisting in the
search for Southwestern terms. The resources of the Historical Society library of Santa Fe, of the library of the
University of New Mexico, of the libraries of private individuals have helped to provide evidence. The subject must
be given briefly, and therefore only a small part of the materials collected can be employed. ·
One· of the earliest of American lexicographers predicted the distinctive character which the English language
in America was destined to assume. Noah Webster in 1789
wrote a little volume called Dissertations on the English
Language and dedicated it to Benjamin Franklin. He said:
Numerous local causes, such as a new country,
new associations of people, new combinations of
. ideas in arts and sciences, and some intercourse
with tribes wholly unknown in Europe, will introduce new words into the American tongue. These
causes will produce, in the course of time, a language .in North America as different from the .
future language of England as the modern Dutch,'
·· Danish and Swedish are from the German, or from
one another."
in recent years two well known students of the
American language have mentioned the Southwest as a
distinctive language area. To one of them I have already
referred: H. L. Mencken. His American Language first
published
in 1919, is considered the standard work on . the
'
.
subject of American English and its new linguistic contacts.
The other philologist is Dr. George Philip Krapp, of Columbia University, whose two volume work, The American Language~ was published this year by the Modern Language
Association of America. In so far as the treatment of the
Southwest is concerned, the two books are much alike. In
fact, Dr. Krapp seems to have followed Mencken's lead in
the space and treatment he gives the topic of Southwestern
vocabulary.
2.

Mencken, The America11 Language, p. 1.
~
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To the entire relationship between Indian, Spanish, and
Engiish speech, Mr. Mencken gives just one and one-half
pages in his volume on American speech. He summarizes
in two rather long paragraphs the vocabulary borrowing
by English from the French in Louisiana and along the
C~m:tdian border, and from the Spapish in Texas and fur. ther west. He writes:
From the Spanish, once the Mississippi was
crossed, and particularly after the Mexican war,
there came a swarm of novelties, many of which
have remained firmly. imbedded in the language.
The novelties which Mencken lists are:' lariat, lasso·,
ranch, loco (weed), mustang, sombrero, canyon, desperado,
po'f_tcho, chaparral, corral, bronco, plaza, peon, cayuse,
burro, mesa, tornado, presidio, sierra, and adobe. He adds
ten or fifteen more terms, such as bonanza and
eldorado ,
.
popularized by the gold rush, coyote, tamale and frijol from
·Mexiean dialects of Spanish, and various derivatives such
as hot-tamale, ranch-man, ranch:.house. This exhausts the
space given to the Southwest's regional contribution, except
that in the chapter on "The Period of Growth" a number
of other frontier westernisms, some range · and cowboy
terms, also appear. The twenty-one. words· in· Mencken's
first .list may be classified into such groups as :
Plant. and animal life-Loco, chaparral, burro, mustang, bronco, cayuse.
· Dress- Sombrero, poncho.
Physical geography-Canyon, mesa, tornado, sierra..
Architecture-Plaza, adobe.
Society and politics-Peon, presidio.
Such a classification sufficiently discloses the inadequacy of the list. Without demanding thorough research
into the Southwestern vocabulary, it is not too much to expect a little fuller suggestion of the political contacts of
three great peoples (with their alcaldes, adelantados, caciques, gobernoadores, their ricos and politicos) than merely
peon and presidio. In the privately owned tendejones of
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santa Fe and the government estancos, there were more
articles for sale than sombreros and ponchos. Even today
the list of distinctive articles of wearing apparel and of
domestic use is to be .considerably amplified above Mencken's enumeration. Just as valid as tamale and frijol in
Mencken's list (or, I might add, in the G. and C. Merriam's
Webster) are enchilada (Mexican-Spanish word for a combination of tortillas,· onions and cheese with chili sauce),
atole (a thick gruel made from mixing the roasted Indian
blue corn-meal with either milk or water, and ·served hot),
tiswin (a drink, mildly intoxicating, produced from cactus
bud by the Apaches), and posole (a dish comprised of meat,
lye hominy, garlic, and the pods· of red chili pepper).
The list of physiographical terms is not comprehensive
and architecture is represented with entire inadequacy, as
I shall show later on. The total terms listed number thirtythree, a list and a figure which do not begin to indicate the
wealth of material involved.
Before ·going . on with Mencken's treatment of the
Southwest, let me recommend to the next Webster's Collegiate and Webster's International the word jornada (as
generally used for the dusty, waterless stretch of a day or
more march, quite as significant ·as entrada or military
entry which Webster records); morada (Spanish, the meeting house of the famous Penitente brotherhood) ; Koshare
(the Keres Indian word for ancestral spirits who are represented in dances among the Keres or Tewa folk and who,
though· presumably ·invisible, entertain and satirize) ;
Katchina (an Indian term for beings that preceded man on
the earth, impersonated in Hopi and other Pueblo dances
and represented in doll fetiches). The fact that some of
these words are less common than others does not mitigate
against their claims to recognition in a comprehensive index
of terms descriptive of the contacts which the English language has made in America. From the ethnological standpoint, the two Indian words last named are of ancient life
in Southwestern America, words that have been shouted
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from the flat, vigabraced roofs of Acoma or Walpi for centuries. They are at least as pertinent to our~interest as the
term Shamash (sha'mash) a Babylonian sun.,.god concerned
with driving away winter and storm and other forms of
unrighteousness in Sippar and Larsa, information treasured
by a late edition of Webster.
It is characteristic of the English language to be readily receptive of new words. In spite of certain conservative
influences in the language, such as academic and religious
groups, English reaches out for loan-words from neighbor
tongues much more naturally and more quickly than do a
number of other language stocks. In frontier America, the
formal elements of language were largely neglected; Something of that viewpoint still persists, to the despair of teachers of rhetoric and to the secret joy of those who like to see
language ever free of the straight jacket of book grammar
and standardization.
When I speak of Southwestern forms, I do not mean
any term ever employed in speech in the Southwest. I may
have given the impression that all is grist that comes to the
. mill,-that is, that I should seize upon any form naming or
describing any object or activity in this area and rush it
into a glossary of the region. Such is not my hitention. I
mean to say that the terms I submit belong in English,
either because they represent new units for which English
supplies no form or they present parallel units to English
forms which in the light of environment are superior to the
English. As illustration of a new unit, I submit cacique,
the word for the priest governor functioning as a social and
political force in the pueblos today and to parallel which in
our experience we should have to resurrect the prophet
priests of Old Testament days, or the social structure which
they occasionally dominated. As a specimen of a parallel
yet distinctive form, I submit acequia, analogous to English
"irrigation ditch," but infinitely to be preferred from the
standpoint of succinctness, beauty, and appropriateness.
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How little first hand contact Mr. Mencken had with
the Southwest may be observed from his remarks on the
Indian loan-words in English. In Section 4 of the third
chapter of his book, he writes:
The Indians of the new West, it would seem,
had little to add to the contributions already made
to the American vocabulary by the Algonquins
. of the Northwest. The American people by the
beginning of the second quarter of the ni~eteenth
century, knew almost all they were destined to
know of the aborigines, and they had names for
all the new objects thus brought to their notice
and for most of the red man's peculiar ceremonials. A few translated Indian terms, e. g. squaw~
man, Great White Father, Father of Waters, and
Happy-hunting-ground, represent the meagre
fresh stock that the western pioneers got from·
him. Of more importance was the suggestive and
indirect effect of his polysynthetic dialects, and
particularly of his vivid proper names, e. g. Rainin-the-Face, Young-Man-Afraid-of-his-Wife, and
·Voice Like Thunder. These names and other word
phrases like them, made an instant appeal to
American humor, and were extensively imitated
in popular slang. One of the surviving coinages of
that era is Old-Stick-in-the-Mud, which Farmer
and Henly note as having reached England by 1823.
This paragraph entirely ignores the Southwest, where
the greatest probable area of loan-words exists, where the
Indian groups, notably the Pueblo group, have been in contact with Spaniard and Englishman for generations. Surely in 1919 Mencken could have listed such loan-words as
kiva, the central architectural feature of any of the numerous pueblos and the center of their political and religious
life; and katchina, which I have already mentioned as
ignor.ed by the dictionary makers in addition to Mr. Mencken, but nevertheless an indispensable term to identify
certain of the most significant of the Indian dances, chiefly
the Hopi ceremony.called the Niman Katchina or the going
out of the gods, who leave the pueblo after their summer
stay and return to their homes in the San Francisco moun-
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tains. .The Katchina dolls, representing. these spirits, are
found in great numbers in Indian houses, on the altars; even
nursed by children. Small figures, carved out of. cottonwood and shaped roughly like human beings, the wooden
effigies are painted, dressed, and feathered
like the dancers.
.
They have even become popular in the curio shops, .where
they are offered to tourist trade.
One looks in vain in Mencken or Webster for the English .compounds "sand-painter" or "sand painting," and
yet the term is infinitely more significant than "sandman"
and quite .as real as "sand-blast" which, of course, bear record. It is conceivable that with cultural evolution; the
Katchina ceremony and the sand-painting may disappear,
but so has the sandglass or hour-glass which still lingers in
dictionaries if nowhere else. On the other hand, these terms
today belong to things real to the contemporary Southwest.
Webster iists "sambuke" a kind· of ancient stringed instrument. It omits .tombe, an instrument which sounds every
month in the year in the plazas of Oraibi and Zufii. .
The most prevalent motive in the native silver-work
.
and on the pottery is the conventionalized eagle which we
name the Thunderbird. It is frequently almost an ideograph in its representation of clouds, sky, rain, altar, mesa
and bird. So generally recognized is the image that government architects have recently installed it in terra cotta
as a decorative motif on the new federal building in Albuquerque. Neither this nor perhaps an even older symbol,
the awanyu or water serpent, are anywhere recorded,
though one may find the signs and fetiches of natives from
Samoliland to Pava,-witness Simurgh, a gigantic bird of
Persian mythology, the "all-knowing bird of ages," who
dwells in Kaf and has seen the world thrice destroyed.
Shalako, Matachina, the tablita headdress, perhaps even the
hampone, or pavilion of evergreen boughs forming the
shrine for the pueblo saint during the dances, merit listing
in a representative American dictionary. Amole,. Mexican-
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Spanish for soap-root, the 'fibrous root of the palmillo plant,
is listed in both Spanish and English dictionaries, but in
neither is there a record of. peyote,
cactus button chewed by
. '
the ·Indians for· its exhilarating effect, or of tiswin, menlikewise
of cactus bud,
tioned before as a tribal intoxicant,
.
.
manufactured by the Apache Indians. Yet Webster finds
alcohoiic
room for kirsch, an
.
. drink made in southern Germany and Switzerland from black cherries.
Of course, archreology has contributed the greatest percentage of our Southwestern Indian terms in English, archreology that recreates not only the past by finding names
for its ceremonial symbols arid objects and for its domestic
traces.
between that past
appliances, but al$6
.
. the continuity
.
life and the way of life of the present, finding names for the
anthropology of men living_as well as of men dead.
The Indian term for the underworld from which man
emerged, shipapu or sipajni, also applied to the firepit in the
underground kivas, wiil not disappear
so long as . our study
..
of ancient life in the Southwest endures. The firepit in the .
great community centers seems to have been a sort of ceremonial hearth for the flames which rose before the altar.
The editors of the Webster's New International Dictionary
write:
'

•
'

0
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Our. editoriai pdiicy, so far as. the ,inclusion of
terms is concern-ed, is, as you imply, primarily
one· of including words of all origins which have
become part of the English vocabulary: Unless,
therefore, a word of non-English origin has appeared in English writings frequently enough, or
under such circumstances, as to show that it has
become a loan word, it is not possible to regard it
as eligible for entry in an English dictionary. This
principle, we feel, would eliminate ceremonial Indian terms of the kind mentioned in your first
paragraph.
But the creation myths -of the first Americans should be
quite as significant for us as the eighth reincarnation of
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Vishnu," or an instrument for whipping among the Turks,•
or a Yiddish term for a strolling beggar."
·
It is interesting that the oldest life in the SQuthwest
was the last to be discovered. The Spanish took very little
interest in excavations of an archreological sort. Not only
is the ancient life of most recent acquaintance, but since
its re-creation has been brought about largely by AngloAmericans, the terms (except when contemporary Indian)
are of English derivation. SuchEnglishcompoundsas arrowstraightener or seed-bowl are important nevertheless. Just
as important as baho, the Indian term to which the English
compound prayer-plume is equivalent. Killed is an English
participle which has earned a new adjectival· use in Southwestern archreology in the phrase "a killed bowl,"- of a
bowl ceremonially broken to be buried with the dead. In
Zufii ceremonials· a perfect ear of c·orn decorated with
feathers laid spiral wise is used; it is called the mili. Rainaltar and rain-priest interpret to us facts of Indian ritual.
Summer People, Wint~r People, two communal groups who
share the social and ceremonial life of each pueblo, give evidence of outlasting the terms Democrat and Republican, for
they doubtless represent party lines considerably older and
much more definite of content.
The archreologists have named certain forked sticks
found among the rocks as spirit sticks left to guard buried
treasures, for in nearly every case the cliff dwellings or
caves which produced them held in each~ objects of value.
The tegua or hand-made sandal, usually of deerhide, is an
Indian term of importance. Mano and metate, Mexican
Spanish words are current in the Southwest wherever the
hand pestle and mortar decorate homes or museums or perform actual service. One wonders how metate got into
Webster without the other half of the grinder, the mano.
It seems to me that kisi, the brush shelter where the snakes
8.

Krishna, Webster's New Internati<mo.l.

4.

Kurbash, op. cit.
Schnorrer, ibid.
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are kept for the Hopi snake dance,. is· a word quite as significant as kisra, which the Webster International lists for
a kind of leavened bread among some African tribes.
· Words are just names, whether names applied commonly to all objects of a class or applied properly to only one of
a class. Mesa is a name, though a common name; La Mesa
Encantada is also a name, though we call it a proper name
or noun. Once suited to an object the name is as much a
part of it, as much its sign and significance, as are personal
names symbols of the spiritual entities we call ourselves.
This Southwest, with its peculiar brilliance of day and
quick shadow of nightfall, with its hard-baked earth and
sudden water gashes, with its thirsty sands at the very edge
of soggy river bottoms, can not be described in the terms of
Shakespeare's Stratford. Arroyo is not a gully in which a
little rivulet from melting snow runs in the spring and
where leaves from oaks and maples collect in the fall. It is
a bare rent in the side of Mother Earth where only yellow
jaws yawn until a Cloudburst in the mountai;ns miles away
sends the lashing torrent hurtling through it to smash and
engulf everything caught in its maw. An acequia is not a
trench or a drain, but the very artery which pumps life into
the inert land about it, not the concrete flume of California,
nor even the· sparkling irrigating ditch of Montana, but a
torpid channel banked with earth and sod, seeping off into a
field of shallow ditches between rows of frijoles or around
hillocks supporting grape vines. The Acequia Madre' of
every village has almost a personality of its own. It becomes the most intimate friend of every inhabitant in the
place. With dancing and ceremony, the acequias are operied
in the spring in the pueblos. With scrupulous care the
acequias are scraped and. strengthened in villages and
towns.
Malpais isn't merely bad land or even the white alkaline
'
bad. lands of South Dakota and Montana, but it is the lava
ridges or serrated volcanic. ash, red and sulphurous, upon
which even the yucca dares not encroach. The J ornada, or
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the water-scrape as it was also called, alone expresses ade. · ·
quately one of those sandy stretches, blisteringly white in
the fierce sun of mid-day where buffalo grass and grease.
wood offered no shelter nor any nourjshment to the trav.
•
eler.
Mesa is so much employed in Southwest English that
we are losing the true sense of a high table land or plateau . .
and instead carelessly identifying by the term any stretch of'
sandy territory not a vega or bosque. Technically, much
that we call mesa is llano, what the Northwesterner would
call the flats or the flat, the middlEiwesterner, the plains•
So sierra (saw-toothed range) is useful in Southwestern
speech; cumbres (mountain ridge, what the Northwesterner might call razor-backed range); cienaga (marshy-place),
po.treros (natural pasture ground) ; hondo -(a low broad
arroyo forming a little valley) ; baj~da (a sharp descent).
Bosque is so serviceable that
it appears
almost
daily in the
'
.
.
papers in connection with the sale of ranch land.
If in the field of architectu~e and ·iu'terior design we
should show any of the u~derstanding of the older and better styles of the Southwest, there :are many new, though
very old words, which will be .necessary to_ us. It is impossible to build a house of the pueplo style and omit the
vigas, those heavy supporting beams ()f the roof, crossing
from wall to wall, furnishing a definite finishing motif for
. the ceiling interior and usually protruding for some inches
beyond the outer wall as a distinctive feature of the exterior
design. Most Southwesterners prize the patio not only because it is a picturesque feature of any house plan, but also
because it offers genuin~ shelter from sand and wind, for
plants and persons. The enclosure may have originally resulted from defensive needs of even a more serious sort.
If the exterior of the house has a covered portico, the long
roofed arcade supported by posts running almost to the
house roof, the term portal is more exact than porch for the
latter ordinarily connotes somewhat of a balcony arrangement on the front of a house, from
which'. lead down a num'.
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ber of steps. When the· portico remains uncovered, the
beams serving merely as supports for grapes, the truly descriptive term is ramada, a shaded arbor adjoining a house.
When the house surrounds the patio and a carriageway remains for driving in_to the center space, the entrance-way
is customarily referred to as the zaguan. Canales are wooden, sometimes metal-lined, drains or water spouts, projecting from the roof and between the vigas of a pueblo house.
The methods of workmanship provide terms: the adobero or
adobe-maker, a wooden mold which shapes- the clay; terranes, the blocks of sod cut the size of adobes from turf;
puddling denotes the earliest manner of construction with
adobe mud by which the clay was_ piled up on the wall,
shaped by hand labor and left to harden before the next section of mud was added. Within the native house on:e usua.lly
sees a banco, an adobe seat or bench built against the wall.
The walls may hold santos retablos, pictures of the saints on
flat boards of varying size, marquos or marquitos cut and
punched and hammered tin-frames holding familiar scenes
from the Bible and occasionally candle· sconces as well ;
santos bultos, saints carved in the round from cottonwood
(the same material· serving for the Katchina figures) and
thickly painted upon a sort of gypsum coating and plaster
filler referred to as yeso, a chalky clay. Few houses have
not also a nic.ho (a recess in the wall, or a frame of glass
and tin) in which the figure of the santo nino, the boy
Jesus, or that of one of the saints or the Virgin may reside.
The cupboard called trostera has aroused enthusiasm for
Spanish Colonial art. There are other terms of domestic
art with which I shall not tire you. The three-cornered
fireplace whose origin· is debated .between proponents of
the Indian and of the Spanish has a Spanish name fogon.
Jac&, wickiup, hogan, represent three types of building on
the plains, hogan being best known because so general
among the substantial group, the Navahos. Jacal is a less
permanent shelter made of upright timbers filled in with
wickerwork which is plastered with adobe. Wickiup, least
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permanent of all, denotes a loosely constructed hut of inter.
laced boughs. The three last named terms appear . in all
good American dictionaries.
Two large groups of terms, those of plant and animal
life, will have to be slighted here. There are a multitude
of distinctive forms in Southwestern botany and zoology.
The varieties of common grasses alone having unique col.
loquiai forms in addition to their scientific nomenclature
number into the hundreds, e. g;, galleta, grama, needle •
toboso, mesquite, pinyon, sacaton, aparejo, etc. In general
.
'
the vocabulary of the natural sciences treated by research
scientists of the government and of other agencies are more
fully represented· in the dictionaries than terms from the
arts and crafts previously discussed, though the words inay
be far less current in common use and knowledge. Familiar
plant forms like mesquite, chamiso, chaparral, greasewood
.
'
sahuaro, ocotilla, palo verde are registered in Webster, and
many less known forms. The chaparral cock, or road runner, Gila monster, chuckwalla are listed, but lobo (for timber wolf), javelina (for· wild boar), piiionero (jay bird),
tecolote or tecolotito (the little owl popular in New
Mexico folk song), the chupadero (cattle tick) are not in
the American dictionaries, at least not under their colloquial Southwestern names.
From time to time we have read announcements that
the Historical Dictionary of American English will "not
only tell the meanings but the origins of all expressions in.
digenous to America or having a bearing on American life."
'
Quoting from a news item in one of the Albuquerque
papers:

•

"In the new dictionary is found the language
of the street, the night club and the speakeasy, of
inventions, institutions and developments undreamed of when Webster set himself to his task.
A few of these specimens are: bootleg, speakeasy,
blah, fizzle, whoopee, ace, black bottom, deb, awful,
debunk, blockhead, blighter, dizzy, finicky, Black
Maria:'t
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Colorful though these terms are, they can be more than
matched in the lingo of the plains, terms much more worthy
of record because with all their rough, slangy quality they
indicate the growing positive forces in the development of
America and not the excrescences of communities overcultivated and over-ripe: broomies or broomtails for range
mares with tails bushy like brooms from burs and weeds
clinging to the hair; fuzzies, another term of similar connotation for range horses;. dogies for little calves or the
whole herd in an affectionate sense; boomer for a homesteader or land-staker; hoe-man, sod-buster for the farmer,
and nester for the cowboy who would desert the range for
domestic existence; rustler for the sneaking cattle thief;
chuck for food and chuck-wagon for the food carriage; blab
for the process of weaning a calf by clipping a thin board on
its nose so that it could graze but not suck; squeezer for
the box-like affair to hold a calf while branding it; broncopeeler for a rider of untamed horses, bull whacker for the
oxen driver, and brush popper for a hand or cowboy used to.
riding in the chaparral brush.
·
Rich in metaphor, epigrammatically terse, always a
short cut and efficient, cowboy speech was an admirable
medium for the life it served. The man who could "crease"
a wild horse or an erring gentled steed could actually shoot
through the neck of a horse ·in such a way as to crease or
touch, but not injure the cartilage above the bones. If he
used his rope "to snake up wood" for the cook, he dragged in
a log or two from the saddle horn. To "Pecos" a man one
shot him and rolled his body into a river-the one river that
drained an empire. To "'dobe wall" the lawless was to
stand them up against an adobe wall and shoot them. "Sleepering" was earmarking a calf so that it would appear to
have been branded, a trick of cattle rustlers to enable them
to cut·out from the herd unbranded mavericks.
Grim humor and quick imagination appear in such metaphors as "crow-bait" for a poor horse, "kidney pad" for
saddle, and "blue whistler" for the wind of a bullet. · "Red
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Colorful though these terms are, they can be more than
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eye" aptly described the effects of the liquor of the day
especially such whiskey as "Taos lightnin'" or "Pass bran~
dy." "Tarantula juice" is another descriptive epithet for
the demon firewater. A gun was called variously "lead
pusher," "flame thrower," "blue lightning," and "shooting iron." · A kind of chewing tobacco containing a good
deal of juice was called "spit or drown tobacco," and a
'
"Spanish supper" was the act of tightening one's belt an.
other notch because of lack of food.
Much of the lingo of the Santa Fe trail, like the trail itself, is chiefly of antiquarian interest. With the death of
the trail and of the Santa Fe trade after 1880 (in 1879 the
:first train ran into Las Vegas and in 1880 to Santa Fe froni
Lamy), the colorful idiom employed on the journey and
during the barter in Santa F'e disappeared. Some terms
linger on. The subject as a whole makes a fascinating chap.
ter in· the language story of the Southwest. The idiom of
the trail is in general English, as the main group of traders
from the east were English. By Santa Fe trail I mean, of
course, that trail which starting at Franklin, Independence,
or Westport, Missouri, proceeded by way of Council Grove
to Dodge City and then branched north by the mountain
trail through Colorado and entered New Mexico by way of
·Raton Pass, or turned south out of Dodge City over the
Cimarron cut-off arid the old J ornada across the Cimarron
desert. The pioneering on the Santa Fe trail may be traced
back to Coronado and his visit to the phantom Gran Quivira
about where Wichita, Kansas, · is today, and to later
pioneers, the first French traders from the Illinois settlements or those farther south. St. Louis sent off a number of the earliest pioneer voyages over the long trek to
the Rio Grande villages. Some few terms may persist in
the idiom of the journey from French: Coulee, deep stream
bed with sloping sides, and to cmmt coup on for to record
any deed of valor; from the number of buffalo brought down
to the number of Indians scalped. Even cache, with the ex. ception of one sporadic appearance in Drake's Voyages
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(1595) (cf. New English Dictionary) seems to have been
largely an Americanism. The term is reported by Fremont
in 1842 (Report Exp. Rocky Mountains (1845) N. E. D.) :
"As. this was to be a point in our homeward journey, I made
a cache (a term used in all this country for what is hidden
in the ground) of a barrel of pork." Courier and voyageur
were much used terms in reference to the early trader, but
whether they can be called current in English and naturalized at so early a date is not certain.
It is difficult, sometimes, to draw regional liries between
colloquial terms in trader speech. Though all of it is distinctive and colorful, many of the words are not Southwestern, but the property of the Southern plantation or of
the Appalachian mountains, vocabularies with which the
men left home, and not coinages or adaptations to the trail
or to the Southwest. When the caravan "catched up,"
meaning got the horses harnessed, hitched to the wagons,
bla:nkets and trappings packed and ready for departure, . it
is doubtful if the drivers were using any different word for
the activity than they would have used in Missouri, though
the procedure was on a much larger and better organized
scale.· When they "mired down" or "lay by" or put on
"wheelers". (extra mules or horses harnessed
. to help brake
the wagons) the terms were those of Connecticut or Kentucky .or farther south., But when the traders write about
going out "to run meat" for "to kill buffalo" and speak cif
becoming "grease hungry"' for "desiring buffalo steak"
they are finding new phrasings forstandard English. "Making steak" meant "drying it," "to knock up" meant "to pull
up stakes,". when men were "on the prairie" they were
"free." The trail was "the trace" and mirages were "false
ponds." "Buffalo tug" was a strip of buffalo hide.
Like the dialect of the cowboy, trader speech was distinguished by its economy and by its metaphorical concreteness. · A blanket term like "nooned" or "nooning it" for
"they made a noon camp" inCluded all the items that were
concerned with such a stop, as ·unharnessing horses, build-
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ing a fire, cooking lunch, and repacking to go on again.
"Fall to" was more than a signal to begin eating. It included also an invitation to the stranger to join the party
and eat with it. "Lodge poling" meant to administer a beating with a pole, as well as to construct lodges. "Gone wolfing" was a grisly phrase for people killed and left for the
wolves to eat.
As is the case wherever speech is colloquial and free
from academic restrictions, there is a noticeable tendency
to extend the parts •Of speech into other uses than their
'
standard ones, such as the change of a verbal adjective
into
a noun, e. g., "we camped upon a burn" for "upon a burned
place," or of a verb into a noun, e. g., "a shake" for what the
victim of chills and fever does.
The elementary, metaphorical quality of the language
is shown in such terms as:
Make tracks for to hurry
Meat bag for stomach
Rais~ hair for scalp
Scatter gun for shot gun
Black water for coffee
To rub out for to kill
The dry, twisted humor of the frontier appears in
- "tickle fleece" for "scalp,'' "doll rags" for the "goods to be
sold,'' "buffalo chips" or "cow wood" for the sun-dried dung
used on the jornada for fuel.
Many words and phrases are so colored by the environment and occupation of the traders that they are almost unintelligible unless the background is understood. "If your
stick floats that way" which stands for "If that is your
meaning and intention,'' is a phrase based on beaver trapping. A stick was attached to the beaver trap by a long
thong and allowed to float on top. of the water. Beavers
sometimes dragged the traps for a distance, and these floating sticks enabled the trapper to follow the beaver. The
same situation is behind the phrase "As good a mountain
man as ever set a float stick." Another such phrase is seal
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fat, which means a very fat animaL When animals begin
to get fat in· the spring and summer, they lose their heavy
winter fur, leaving a very short, fine hair. Thus, their
bodies look very smooth, resembling seal skins. Another
phrase from beaver trapping was to go beaver, which meant
to be mentally upset or bothered: "From that moment he
was gone beaver; he felt queer ... " "By beaver" was an
ejaculation substituting for other more familiar objects
by which to swear faith in a thing. Beaver was a synonym
for money, e. g., "That's wortha lot of beaver."
Not all of the terms of the trail were English. Spanish
here, as in other fields of Southwestern activity, made its
contribution. The drivers were largely Mexican and the
term arrieros is a common one in the literature of the trail.
The Spanish word for caravan cabalgada or caballada was
twisted into cave-yard, cavayard, cavvyyard and is frequently found. Perhaps the journey-men picked it up from
the arrieros. Packsaddles were termed aparejos by driver
and passenger alike, and the grass with which they were
packed came to be called aparejo grass. From the muleteers may have come the general run of physiographical
terms: "Come to the Ionia overlooking the town;" ''There
was meat in the llano." All the traders seem to have known
how to dance the "fandango," for repeated references occur
to these dances at Taos or Las Vegas and other stops. The
favorite drink was aguardiente at the fondos at the end of
the trail.
Arrived at Santa Fe, the manifests or guias which were
bills of invoice and passage were always in demand, and
before trading could begin at the privately owned tendejones or the government managed estancos, a variety of
tariffs were imposed, called variously arancel (import
duties), introducci6n, and consumo (introduction duties and
consumption tax.) (Consumption duties were one-third the
introduction tax.) Gregg says the duties were sometimes
divided into three parts, one for the officers, a second for the
merchants, and another for the government; the rates were
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never two years the same. In the chaffering- and hard fee}.
ing over exorbitant duties, the Anglos employed the terrn
diligencia in an ironic sense, that of legal stealing. The
jails into which they sometimes fell were always referred
to in a mangled form of calabozo, either as calabash or
calaboose. A number of the articles in constant use by the
traders bear Spanish tags: . piloncillo or peloncillo; reba.
zos; sometimes the rather poor tobacco called punche •
Jerkee apparently a form of an American Spanish word
(Peruvian dialect Spanish charqui, dried flesh) was. al.
ways a part of the provisions for the trail. The measure of
w~ight arroba (25 pounds, about ll%kg.) enters int9 the
jargon of business, as does fanega (a grain. measure of
about 1.60 bushels).
" .
Although English publications in the Southwest and
about the Southwest will post-date printed English else.
where in America by at least two centuries, nevertheless,
in many cases, words of Sputhwestern color and meaning
appear earliest in printed form here or in use in manuscripts preserved here. An article written by Dr. Craigie
concerning the Historical Dictionary of American English
lists" a series of words beginning with the letter a and
notes the earliest date for which a quotation has been found.
The earliest use of arroyo recorded here is 1846. We found
the word two years earlier in the Memoirs of J. J. Webb, a
Santa Fe trader from Connecticut, who left a record of his
trip in 1844, until this year preserved only in two typed
copies of his manuscript, one of which is in the Historical
Society library in Santa Fe! The earliest date for alcalde
listed by Dr. Craigie was 1838. The word is used by Albert
Pike in a rather rare book called Prose Poems and Sketches,
published in 1834 and preserved in the Historical Society
library i.n Santa Fe.
6. American Speech, April, 1930. ·
7. Now available in a volume published by the Arthur H. Clark Company, Glendale, California ; Adventures in the Santa Fe Trade 1844·4 7 by J .. J. Webb, ed. by
Ralph P. Bieber, 1931.
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· In the English Renaissance a battle occurred among
the literary as to the extent to which the English should go
in adopting foreign words; A new vocabulary was being
for~ed on English because· of the contacts with continental
culture. . The Greek and Latin poets, satirists, novelists,
rhetoricians, submerged under medieval . suspicion, their
manuscripts newly discovered by the exodus of scholars
from Constantinople before the Turks, required translation into modern · tongues. English translators adapted
numerous .Greek and Latin words to English forms and
frequently made new coinages. A great number of these ·
words survive in modern English: edifice, ingenuity, pui~- .
sant, magnanimity, industry~ A number disappeared, such.
as Christopher Marlow's refiuence for the overflow of a.
river and ·retorqued-applied to thoughts which turn and
twist backward in the mind. Sufftaminate, to extinguish
flames, arid molliminously; to struggle with. mountainous
effort, have gone the way of other pedantries. Over-Latinized English drew the scorn of the conservative and the.linguistically patriotic. Shakespeare lampoons the ink-horn
terms in the diction of the pedant Holofernes who in Loves
Labor Lost indulges in the tremendous word: "honorificatitudinalibus." The two camps, radical and conservative,
have been dubbed the Improvers and the Purists, the cosmopolites and the Saxonists, linguistic classifications which
are exceedingly useful, for they are still convenient groupings for those who speak and write English to any consid·
erable extent.
The Purist
and the Improver attitudes reflect the .tern.
peraments of two large groups in society: the strengtheners
of the tradition by search into the so-called pure stream of
the past, and the reformers of the tradition, alive to the
present and all of its influences and cultural contacts. We
all belong in one group or the other. We are linguistic conservatives or liberals, just as we are political liberals or
conservatives:
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Southwest under the linguistic captions Purist or Improver.
There are those who write of the distinctive_ life of this re.
gion in the language of New England or of the Middle West.
Then there are those who describe the life here in the terms
which have been born with it. The two authors whose books
· with glossaries are referred to at the start of this article
are among those whose vocabulary belongs to the region.'
The writing of Mrs. Austin, accommodated to and shaped
by her acquaintance with the land, its history, legend and
ceremony, is most representative pf the Southwestern style.
English has slowly acquired a new body. of terms ·to
make it ·pliant to this land. If language is the servant of
thought, and thought the mirror or the very form itself of
reality, then that medium is most truly Southwestern which
carries most effectively the shape and color of the objects
of the Southwest. I hope I have in a small way illustrated
how English is acquiring this character.·

INDIAN LABOR IN THE SPANISH COLONIES
(Continued)
·By RUTH KERNS BARBER

III
THE SYSTEM IN PRACTICE
AVING considered · the encomienda system from the
standpoints of its roots and its extent in the New
World, we may turn now to a study of the questions: who
had a right to grant encomiendas; to whom were they
granted; how many Indians were included in an encomienda; and what use did the encomenderos make of the Indians.
According to the first decree of Ferdinand V ( 1509)
the gov~rnor of Espanola had the right to grant Indians in
encomienda; this was repeated by Philip II in 1580. In
1655 Philip IV decreed that the right belonged to governors
and viceroys and those who might be named to serve ad
interim for viceroys, but that alcaldes ordinarios might not
grant encomiendas.' In some cases, as has been pointed out,
individuals were given the title of Repartidor, or special
power expressed in a cedula. At times the right was exercised without any authority. Leon says that many questions arose about the right to grant encomiendas, as to
whether any official held the right simply by virtue of his
office. Some claimed that the power was inherent. in the
office of governor, but not all governors had the right.
Others thought that all captains-general had the power, but
the viceroy of New Spain and the governors of Honduras
and Vizcaya were captains-general and did not have this
power; while those of Tucuman, Paraguay, and Popayan
had the power to grant encomiendas although they were
not captains-generaL
.At the time when Le6n wrote there were no decrees or
laws settling these questions. After studying the situation
as it existed at that time he came. to the conclusion that
CHAPTER
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there were three rules followed. In the first place, all discoverers, conquerors, and pacificadores had the right to
grant encomiendas· either by tacit or expressed consent. In
the second place, governors whose predecessors held the
right might exercise it unless specifically prohibited. In
the third place, governors of newly-created provinces might
exercise "the right if no other person held it in the same territory." These rules seemed to be followed in general, but
the king as the great over-lord might at any time grant the
right to anyone by special decree.
Before
the special decrees concerning the succession. in
.
.
the holding of encomiendas, they were granted as special
rewards for services, and the grant usually lasted for the
lifetime of the recipient.. The king might grant otherwise'
but ther.e was no regularity.· The first so-called law of succession was made by the Emperor Charles in 1534 and was
repeated in 1535, 1536, and 1546. Many other decrees concerning the rights of succession followed. Some of those
given in Lib. VI, Titulo eleven, of the RecopilaCion of the
. Indies are as follows:
·
~

•
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Ley i.
If any encomendero dies and leaves in that land a
legitimate son, born of a legitimate marriage, the viceroy or governor may entrust to him the Indians which
his father had; ... if the encomendero should not have
a legitimate son, born of a legitimate marriage; the Indians shall be entrusted to the widow; if she should be
married and her second husband have Indians, he shall
be given one of the repartimientos, whichever he shall
choose, and if he shall not have any, those which belonged to the widow shall be entrusted to him.
Ley ii.
. . . We declare that when the oldest son does not
succeed to the Indians of his father for some of the
reasons referred· to [entering religion, having other
Indians, marriage to a woman who holds Indians], ...
the succession shall pass to the second son, and the sec2.

Le6n, op. cit., pp. 30-33."
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ond son not succeeding, it shall pass to the third son,
·and thus in succession until there are no more sons, and
in lack of sons to succeed. the oldest daughter may succeed, ; .. then pass to the second daughter ...

Ley iv .
. . . the oldest daughters [who succeed to encomiendas] being of age, shall marry within a year from
that time when the Indians are entrusted to them; if
they are not of the legitimate age to contract marriag~
they shall be married when they have the proper age ...
Ley v.
Although the oldest son may die during the life of
· the possessor of the encomiendas, if he shall.leave a son,
daughter, grandson, grand-daughter, or [other] legitimate descendant, in whom shall reside the other qual... ities a;nd requisites to succeed in Indians, according to
the ordinance, thes.e descendants of the oldest son in
their order shall be preferred to the second son of the
deceased ~ossessor.
·
·
. Ley vi.
In order for the husband to succeed his wife, or
the wife, her husband, they must have been living together married for six months.
Ley xii.
We order that the successor to an encomienda be
obliged· to appear in person, or by his representative,
before the viceroy or governor of the province in whose
district he resides, within six months following the
day ·of vacating [the encomienda] to declare his right
... in order that they may give him a new title to the
encomienda for the life which pertafns to him ...
Ley xiii.
When some encomendero wishes to marry a son
or daughter and to give the profits of the encomienda
... for dowry ... the governors may permit ... that
· they enjoy the encom:lenda in the life of the parents ...
without giving the title to the encomienda to the son or
daughter until the father dies.
Ley xiv. (1555, 1559, 1576, 1588, 1607.)
The just causes having been considered which con-
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... for dowry ... the governors may permit ... that
·they enjoy the encom:lenda in the life of the parents ...
without giving the title to the encomienda to the son or
daughter until the father dies.
Ley xiv. (1555, 1559, 1576, 1588, 1607.)
The just causes having been considered which con-
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curred in order to reward and remunerate the services
given in the provinces of New Spain by the first discoverers and settlers the favor was done them of giv.
ing them repartimientos for the first and second life.
and because they have already been incorporated i~
our Royal Crown, and their sons and descendants remain poor, ... it was commanded to extend to the third
life, and afterwards· the favor was done to extend to
the fourth life; we command that thus it be done and
accomplished in those which are given until the year
1607 . . . having finished the fourth life, they shall
remain vacant and incorporated in the Royal Crown.

Ley xv. (Philip IV, 1637.)
. That the rents in Indians given in New Spain from
the year 1607 be for two lives more.•

At first the encomiendas were given to

the discoverers
and conquerors as reward for services rendered. As the
colonies grew and the number of Indians decreased many
problems arose in regard to the granting of the encomiendas. In 1568 Philip II issued a, decree that those who had
the right to grant encomiendas provide for the. descendants
of discoverers, pacificadores, and settlers, having special
care to prefer those of greater merits and services and the
descendants of the first discoverers and settlers.• Philip III
decreed in 1619 that in Chile preference should be given to
the sons of those who were killed in the war of that province." A decree of Emperor Charles V, in 1530, stated that
"disorder in the treatment of the Indians" had. occurred
because of the holding of encomiendas by viceroys, prelates, and other royal and religious officials. It was ordered
that no viceroys, governors, other royal officials, prelates,
clerics, houses of religion, hospitals, or treasuries might
hold Indians. If any held them by any title whatsoever,
they were to be taken away and placed in the Royal Crown.
There must }}ave been difficulty in enforcing this decree be3.
4.
5.

Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. xi.
Recopilaci6n, Libro VI,. Tit. VIII, Ley v.
Ibid;, Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley vi.
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cause the marginal notes in Recopilaci6n state that it was
issued by Charles V in 1530, 1532, 1542, by Philip II in
1563, and by thekings of Bohemia in 1551." No encomiendas
were to be given to wives or children of officials, except to
sons already married, nor to foreigners or absentees!
According to law no one was permitted to dispose of an encomienda by donation, sale, renunciation, transfer, exchange, or in any other prohibited· way." Some of the
reasons for this decree are stated in the introduction to it.
Some encomenderos sold or- transferred their encomiendas
in order to return to Spain or on the pretext of entering re]igion. Sometimes the sale was made secretly; then the
buyer~ having been warned, went to the governor to secure
a title to the encomienda. In other cases encomiendas which
were held for the last life permitted, were renounced to a
viceroy or governor with the understanding that they be
granted to someone in the family of the possessor, thus extending the number of lives. All of these customs resulted
in bad treatment of the Indians because the different
holders made them work on their estates. The encomiendas
were not to be divided," and no one person was permitted to
hold two.
The new settlers who came to the colonies expected to
have encomiendas so that they might have the Indians to
work for them. As the Indians decreased the encomiendas
could not be granted to all, and many difficulties arose~
Some of the problems which confronted the viceroys are
revealed through a carta written by the Marques de Montesclaros, viceroy of Peru, April 7, 1612. Montesclaros raised
the following questions:
1

•

I

1.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

0

When does the right of the settlers begin to be
rewarded?
·

Ibid., Lib~ VI, Tit. VIII, Ley xii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Leyes xiii, xiv, xv.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. VIII; Ley xvi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VIII!, Ley xx.
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2.

Must one prefer the most ancient conquerors, those
who have served best, or those of the highest rank?
3. In considering the merits of sons and successor~
must one discount the favors which they have already received of parents and grandparents?
4. In the case of bastards· and descendants of bastards can they possess Indians for service of
grandfathers?
5. In cases when husbands succeed to encomiendas
of their wives, the encomiendas come to reside in
persons without merits of conquest, because the
daughters of· the· well-deserving usually ·marry
those who come most recently from Spain. Is this
right?
6. In the province of Quixos should encomiendas be
granted for the third life?
7. What consideration must be given to those who
claim right by cedulas in contrast with other conquerors who do not hold the cedulas?
8. Must one consider the anteriority of the dates of
the cedulas?. Since 1608 the claimants have increased in number from five hundred to one thou·
sand. ·. ·
9. Must those who present cedulas referring to services give other papers as proof ?
.
It must not be understood that all of" the settlers held
encomiendas, for the encomenderos made up a privileged
class corresponding to a feudal nobility. Lopez de Velasco
states that in 1574 there were two hundred settlements of
Spaniards with thirty-two thousand families, while about
four or five thousand held encomiendas.12
. The allotments of Indians were not usually very large.
At first royal officials were granted one hundred Indians
each; noblemen, eighty; escuderos (squires), fifty; and
laborers, thirty .. · Later royal officials were not permitted to
hold encomiendas. Lists of encomenderos giving the number of Indians held by them show that most encomiendas
consisted of from twenty to three hundred Indians. Lopez
11

11. Relaci<mes de los Vireyes y Audienciaa que han gobernado el Peru, II, pp.
377-396.
. .
12. L6pez de Velasco, op. cit., p. 2.
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de Velasco mentions some holdings of four hundred, :five
hundred, and six hundred Indians. He tells of an instance
on Cozumel Island where there. were fifteen hundred Indians under one man."'
Since the encomiendas could not be divided, a situation
soon arose in which all of the available Indians had been
allotted, ap.d there were still some well-deserving ones to
be rewarded. To meet this contingency a system of pen- ·
sions was started. The holders of large encomiendas were
allowed the benefit of a certain portion of them and the rest
of the income was to be used to pay pensions to other conquerors or their families.'" No encomendero was permitted
an ·income from his holding of . over two thousand
pesos;
.
everything over that amount was to be applied on pensions.,.
When the encomienda system was · finaly abolished, the
descendants of some of the discoverers and conquerors were
granted pensions by the government of Spain. According
to Priestley the heirs of Cortes and Montezuma received
government annuities in lieu of encomiendas as late as
1791 ; at the time of the signing of the treaty of peace at the
close of the Spanish American War (1898), Spain wanted
the United States to take over the paying of the annuity to a
descendant of Christopher Columbus.'"
The plan of the encomienda system was that the
holders of the grants should have the benefit of the tributes
from the Indians allotted to them. Many abuses came into ·
existence in connection with the tributes. It was found out
that in some cases pueblos were being taxed for Indians
who were dead or had left the pueblos. The encomenderos
took such advantage of the Indians in collecting tribute in
produce that it was specified that the tributes should be
paid in money. When reports were sent to Spain that the
Indians were neglecting their fields and would not work, a
decree was issued granting the requiring of tribute in pro13.
14.
15.
16.

Lopez de Velasco, op. cit., p. 251.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley xxviii.
lbUl., Lib. vi, Tit. VIII, Ley xxx. .
Priestley, op. cit., p. 121, note 1.
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duce. It was ordered that the articles which could be paid
for tribute be specified ;17 some of these were wheat, corn
chickens, fish, cotton, and honey.18 In order to correct some'
of the abuses it was provided that a regular assessment be
made and recorded. The assessment was to be preceded by
a solemn ceremony.
First the appraisers should attend a solemn mass
of the Holy Spirit, who lights up the understanding,
in order that well, justly, and rightly they may make
the taxation, and the mass over, they shall promise and
swear before the priest, who has celebrated it, that they
will do it well and faithfully and without malice or partiality and they shall see personally all of the pueblos
to be taxed ... 19
The Spaniards attempted to collect all of the Indians
into towns or pueblos and to force them into the European
ways of living~ The reduced Indians paid only half the
tribute required of them in their former state."' There was
a. provision that no tribute should be required for ten years
of those who were reduced simply through the preaching
of the Gospel. According to the decrees the encomenderos
were under obligation to defend and care for the Indians,
and to teach them the Holy Catholic faith. The pueblos
were to be provided with churches and priests, but this
duty was very much neglected. The Spaniards who came to
the American colonies were more interested in a labor supply. Columbus provided that those who could not pay the
tribute' in money should pay it in work. From that time
on, in spite of repeated prohibitions, the commended Indians
were required to give personal service of different types.
The work in the mines, on olive and indigo plantations, in
the small factories, and in the homes will be considered in
later chapters.
21

'

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Recopilacwn, Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxv.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley ii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley iii.
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The reduced Indians were not permitted to ride horsebaclr' nor to carry arms ;"" and they were at the mercy of the
encomenderos who took advantage of them. No doubt
there has been exaggeration of the cruelty of the Spaniards,
but the decrees themselves reveal many wrongs against the
Indians. The Indians of the encomiendas were sometimes
hired out, given as pledges, or given in payment of debts ...
Advantage was taken of them in the selling of their produce."" Navigators and travelers on land often took either
married or single Indian: women with them."" At times en~
comenderos forced· single Indians to marry young girls
because single Indians could not be taxed until a certain
time;"' at other times they interfered with the marriages of
Indians.""· These overlords abused their privileges in regard
to association with the Indians of their pueblos, and were
prohil::iited from having dwellings in the pueblos and from
staying in the pueblos more than one night... The relatives
of the encomenderos sometimes stayed in the pueblos, and
the Indians were required to furnish food an'd lodging for
them/" The Indians were forced to hunt old sepulchers·
and to make excavations in search for treasure ..,_ Even the
curates and members of religious orders sent Indians to
the mines, forced them to make fabrics and ornaments for
the churches, and appropriated some of their goods.••
There were always some encomiendas
which .belonged
to. the king, and as the private grants lapsed the "vacant"
ho!dings were incorporated in the Royal Crown. These
encomiendas were administered by royal officials, usually
corregidores. By the middle of the eighteenth century most

\

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xxxiii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xxiv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley xvii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xxv.
Ibid:, Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xlviii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley iii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit, IX, Ley xi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xiv.
Recopilaci6n. Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley xiv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley ix.
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of· the grants had reverted to the crown. Under this system
the Indians were not much relieved of exploitation. In 1768
a ·report was sent from the city of Cuzco on the excesses of
corregidores and parish priests. The corregidores handled
the commerce for the provinces, ·regulating the. quantity,
quality, and prices of goods. They forced upon the Indians
doth from Castile, serge, flannel, brocades, . silk, yarn
notions, and many other things, useless so far as the Indians'
were concerned. There were great quantities of women's
hose which ·the native women could not use. These royal
officers had the privilege of giving herds and too!s to the
Indians, trusting them for a half year; they collected in
payment for these the fruits of the soil. They collected the
grain at a price less than the current price with the pretext
tl).at they were obliged to hold it before being able to sell
it. This meant a loss to the Indians and caused new debts
for them to pay. In one province in the jurisdiction of
Cuzco a corregidor gave an Indian three hundred pesos in
useless articles· rated at an excessive price. When the Indian tried to sell them, no one would offer him more than
twenty..,five pesos for the goods. · He finally secured from
the collector a little tract· of land and a few cattle. In
another case an Indian woman had one cow to help support herself and four sons. This was forcibly taken from
her and killed for jerked beef. The Indians, knowing that
their harvests would be taken from them, stopped improving the lands, tried to hide their grain, and sometimes went
off to distant recesses in the mountains. The Indians were
kept in debt and were placed in unhealthy prisons when they
could not pay. The families of imprisoned debtors were
frightened in different ways in order to extract payment of
the debts from them. The corregidores ·sent the Indians to
work in, the fields and mines,
1.1sed them to transport
goods
.
.
and mail from one pueblo to another, and took advantage of
them in many ways.""
88. Relaciones de los vireyes 11 audiencias que han governado el PeTti., III, pp.
209-806.
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When Jose de Galvez was sent to America as visitor
general (1761-1774), he was instructed to concern himself with the condition of the Indians who were being ex. ploited by governors and alcaldes who apportioned merchandise. In 1775 he was appointed minister general for
the Indies, and he introduced some reform measures. A
law was passed prohibiting any advance of seeds, tools, or .
animals over five pesos in value. This system gradually
·drifted into debt peonage, the remnants of which exist today·
in Mexico."'
CHAPTER IV

THE TENACITY OF THE SYSTEM
As soon as the encomienda system was started in
America, the holders of the allotments
used the Indians
.
.
entrusted to them for their own selfish ends. The evils of
the system early became apparent, and the monarchs made
repeated attempts to alleviate the condition of the native
inhabitants of their colonies. Queen Isabella made an
effort, even on· her death bed, to correct the abuses which
had already begun. Her wishes were embodied in a decree.

Titulo X, Ley i.
That there be kept that which is contained in the
clause of the will of the Catholic Queen, about the·
teaching and good treatment of the Indians ...
In the will of the most serene and very Catholic
Queen Dofia Isabel of glorious memory, is found the
following clause:
"When there were ·conceded to us by the Holy
Apostolic See the Islands and the Mainland of the
Ocean Sea, discovered and to be discovered, our first
intention was at the time that we supplicated the Pope
Alexander VI of blessed memory that he make us the
said concession, to try to procure the pueblos of them
and to convert them to our Holy Catholic Faith, and
to send to the said .Islands and Mainland, bishops, religious, clerics, and other learned and God-fearing per34.

Priestley, op. cit., pp. 89 and 121.
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sons in order to instruct the inhabitants and dwellers
therein in the Catholic Faith and· to indoctrinate thelll.
and teach them good customs, and to give this the
proper attention as is contained more at length in the
letras of the said concession. I beg the King, my lord
very affectionately and charge and command the prin~
cess, my daughter, and the prince, her husband, that
thus they do and fulfill, that this be their chief purpose
and on this they place much diligence, and not consent
nor give permission for the Indian residents and
dwellers of the said Islands and Mainland, gained or
to be gained, to receive any harm to their persons or
effects ; but command that they be well treated, and
if any have received any damage, they remedy it and
provide in such a manner that nothing exceed that
which is enjoined and commanded us by the letters of
said concession."
And we in imitation of her Catholic and pious zeal
do order and command the viceroys, presidents, audiencias, governors, and royal justices, and charge the
archbishops, bishops, and ecclesiastical prelates that
. they have this clause in mind and keep that which is
ordered by the laws which are given in regard to the
conversion of the natives to the Christian and Catholic
doctrine, their teaching, and good treatment.'
No doubt the intentions of the monarchs and the Council of the Indies were good, but the colonists were far from
the seat of authority, and the desire for personal gain was
strong. ·That the laws were ineffective is shown by the
many repetitions listed in Recopilaci6n. In some cases from
six to ten different dates are given
. for the same law; for
one of them the dates run from 1550 to 1618. As early as
1532 Charles I (Emperor Charles V) issued· a decree prohibiting the holding of encomiendas by royal or ecclesiastical officials. This was repeated in 1542, ·1544, 1551, and included in an ordinance of Philip II in 1563." The decree
against the disposal of encomiendas by donation or sale
was issued by Charles I in 1540, 1545, 1552; by Philip II in
1559, 1566, 1570, 1582; in instructions to viceroys in 1574;
1.
2.

Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley i.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley xii.
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bY Philip III in 1618; by Philip IV in 1628; and repeated by
Charles II after 1665."
The opposition of Las Casas and other Dominicans to
the exploitation of the Indians has already been mentioned.
In 1540 Las Casas prepared his Breuissima Relaci6n. de la
Destrucci6n de los Indios as a plea for the remedy of the
deplorable conditions and measures to put an end to the
rapid depopulation of the islands. This work was not published until 1552, but in the meantime Las Casas had secured private interviews with two kings (Ferninand and
Charles I). Largely because of the preaching and writing
of this "Apostle to the Indians," the New Laws of 1542
were issued. Some of the provisions of these laws were: no
enslavement of the Indians, the giving up of encomiendas
held by officials and churchmen, the incorporation of encomiendas in the Royal Crown after the death of the conquerors,
the abolishing of personal service, and the prohibition of
the granting of new encomiendas. The most important provision was the prohibition of the permanent encomienda.
Great importance has been attached to these New Laws by
some authors, but they called forth such a storm of protest
that they were not enforced. The discoverers and conquerors felt that they had served at the cost of blood and their
rewards were meager. By this time there were not many
encomiendas on the islands because of lack of Indians, but
the ,system was strongly entrenched in New Spain and Peru.
The men sent to enforce the laws were Licenciado don Francisco Tello de Sandoval, as visitador to New Spain, and
Viceroy Blasco Nunez Vela to Peru.
There was great unrest in Peru at this time because of
the civil war between the Pizarro and Almagro factions.
Some of the special provisions which were important to
Peru were: ..
1. Encomiendas should not pass to sons and wives of
of conquerors. The sons and wives should have
3.

I

I
I'

Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. Vill, Ley xvi.
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the tributes, but the Indians were to remain in the
Royal Crown. ·
2. No Indian was to be used as a carrier, unless impossible to avoid it; none should be sent to pearl
fisheries or mines.
3. Encomenderos who had taken part in the disturbances between the Pizarro and Alniagro factions
were to lose their encomiendas.
It was evident that no one in· Peru would be left in 'possession of an encomienda.•
An audiencia was to be founded in Peru with four
oidores, and a president with the title of viceroy and captain
general. The four oidores were Diego de Cepeda, who was
at that time discharging the duty of oidor ·in the Canaries;
Licenciado Lison de Tejada, connected with the royal audi:.
encia of Valladolid; Licenciado Alvarez, a lawyer of this
same audiencia; and Licenciado Pedro Ortiz de Zarate,
alcalde mayor of Segovia. On November 3, 1543, Blasco
Nunez. Vela left Spain with these oidores. He had promised to fulfill the ordinances to the letter of the law.· When
he landed at Panama he proceeded at once to execute them.
About three hundred. Indians .had been brought from ·Peru
.
to Panama, and the viceroy ordered that they should be returned at the expense of their masters although some of the
Indians did not wish to return. The ·result was that. many
of them were·left on the coast to die. Many complaints were
made, but Nuiiez turned a deaf ear, although. the audiencia
was more ready to listen. For some reason Nunez went
alone. from Panama to Tumbez, taking away encomiendas
everywhere he stopped. News of his coming had reached
Lima, and the people were ready to resist his measures.
Vaca de Castro, who was at the head of the administration
at that time, exhorted the encomenderos to obedience with
a promise that he would mediate for them. The people came
with pleas, showing wounds which had been received in the
conquests and begging to retain their rewards. Cappa tells
of an event which happened in Barranca about thirty
4. · P. Ricardo Cappa, HiBtoria.· del Peru, Libro Tercero, p. 20.
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leagues from Lima when the new viceroy was on his way to
that city. This inscription was seen on the wall of the inn:
"AI que me echare de mi casa y hacienda, yo Ie echare del
. mundo y quitarle he la ~ida .... Nunez blamed Antonio del
Solar, the encomendero of Barranca,. for .the inscription,
arrested him, and imprisoned him. Later when the oidores
found him in prison and asked the reason, he stated that
he did not know. · He was released.
The deprived encomenderos began to demand the fulfillment of Castro's. promises. They· chose Gonzalo Pizarro
as their. representative, and armed resistance was made.
Too late the viceroy began to doubt the success of his endeavors and suspended .the execution of the New Laws until
the emperor should give further orders. He was conquered
and killed at Anaquito, and the .land was left to the rebels."
The council sent Pedro de la Gasca with the title of
president. and governor of Peru, and full powers. He ear:ried with him two special cedulas; one 'revoking the law
which
deprived the participants
in the civil wars from hold.
.
ing encomiendas, the other granting full power to encomendar vacant Indians, confirming the law of succession.
Gasca did
Gonzalo
. Pizarro was conquered and beheaded.
not distribute all of the encomiendas until after the end of
the war in order to hold out an inducement to the settlers
to fight on his side. After the war he made the famous
repartimiento in Guaynarima of one hundred fifty encomi. endas, which amounted to one million forty thousand pesos
of rent,-"an amount which no prince in the world had
given as reward for services, in one day, by the hand of a
vassal." This was published in 1546. The right of granting encomiendas had been re-established, and Gasca's successors exercised it.'
When the landholders in New Spain heard of the coming of Francisco Tello de Sandoval with the. New Laws,
'

5.
I shall
6;
7.

Cappa, op. cit., p. 23, note. "He who thrusts me from my h<>use and estate,
thrust him out of the world and take his life from him."
Le6n, op. cit .. p. 13, reverse; Cappa, op. cit., p. 28.
Ibid .. pp. 14-15.
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there was much feeling of resentment and they planned to
receive him dressed in mourning. The viceroy, Antonio de
Mendoza, persuaded them to make no violent resistance.
The visitador published the laws, but when the residents
made supplications, he suspended the most rigorous ones.
Gonzalo Lopez and Alonso de . Villanueva were sent to
Spain with letters of appeal to the emperor. They found
him in Germany ; he heard their complaints and the accounts of the faithful services of his vassals in the New
World." In response to the pleas Charles V revoked the
law about the encomiendas in a decree of October 20, 1545:
'
... regardless of that which was designated by the
New Laws, Indians may be allotted to the well-deserving."
The encomienda system had successfully resisted the
vigorous attempt to uproot it. In spite of repeated regulations, a study of Recopilaci6n reveals the fact that the
abuses of the system continued until 1667, the time of
Charles II. Titulo X, Ley xxiii, issued by Charles II, reads
as follows:
The King, Don Philip IV, our father and lord ...
having had notice of the bad treatment which the Indians receive in clothing factories without full liberty
... without the right of leaving their homes ... ; they
are detained in punishment for crimes or debts, obliged
to carry burdens on their backs; they are distributed
for service in the homes of viceroys, oidores, officials;
and having been consulted by our Royal Council of the
Indies, he was pleased to decide that the laws should
be enforced about prohibiting and modifying the personal service, and he added by his royal hand· the following clause:
"I wish that you give me satisfaction and satisfaction to the world about the manner of treating those
my vassals, and on your not doing it in response to this
carta, I shall see that punishments are executed on
those who have exceeded in this matter; I shall give
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as deserved. I assure you that although you do not
remedy it, I must remedy it, and command you to take
great care in regard to the slightest omission in this,
as being against God, and against myself, and in total
ruin of those kingdoms, whose natives I esteem, and
I wish that they be treated as they deserve, as vassals,
who are worth so much to the monarchy and who have
enlarged it so much and made it illustrious." .
And because our will is that the Indians be treated
with all kindness, mildness, and affection, and not be
offended by any ecclesiastic or secular person, we command the viceroys, governors, ... who having seen and
considered that which His Majesty was pleased to command and all contained in the laws of this Recopilaci6n
given in favor of the Indians be kept and fulfilled with
special care, and that they do not give any reason for
our indignation.'0
With the rapid decrease in the number of Indians,
.negro slaves were introduced and proved to be more efficient
for hard labor than the Indians. The first negroes were
brought to the colonies in 1502, and soon there was a regular slave traffic. The Indians, however, were still granted
in encomienda. Gradually the holdings reverted to the
Crown and were administered by corregidores. It has been
pointed out in a previous chapter that these royal officials
were hard masters and did :riot improve the conditions to
any great extent. Priestley states that there was a general
decree for the abolition of the encomiendas in 1720." This
was not any more effective than the previous ones had been.
According to Helps,, "the encomienda system remained in
full force until the reign of Charles the Third of Spain
[1759-88], at which period, it appears, it was annulled and a
new system of government was adopted under the administration of Count [Jose] de Ga.lvez.' 112 It is generally thought
that the ordinance of 1786 which set up the intendant system meant the final abolition of the encomienda, but the
second ordinance passed in 1803 shows that this is not true:
10. Recopilacwn, Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley xxii.
11. Priestley, op. cit., p. 121.
12. Sir Arthur Helps, The Spanish Conquest in America, IV, p. 860.
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All of these provisions and instructions sent to the
sub-delegates in their office and scope of authority being directed tc;> tear up by the roots the disgraceful
abuse of repartimientos and affairs, which besides the
ruin of the Indians have caused such prejudices to the
proper administration of justice, good government, happiness, and [have caused] the greatest disturbance of
those dominions; and even the severe prohibition which
was made .in the first Ordinance of Intendants and
which has been repeated in the later· Royal orders, not
having been sufficient to remedy this disorder; I declare anew that no intendants, nor their assessors, subdelegates and ministers, nor employees in any kind of
royal service, nor priests, nor miners, nor owners of
estates and of factories, neither they nor their intermediaries shall have the power directly or indirectly,
to repartir to the Indians and other classes of persons
the effects . . . even though they be mules or tools
useful and necessary for agriculture and work in the
riiines; and although the interested persons themselves
may ask that they be given them as necessary help
which they .need for ·their maintenance, clothing,· or
work; for j.n order to accomplish all this they must be
left in full liberty for trading and agreeing on the price
and conditions which suit them best ...13
As soon as the wars of independence were over, the
~new republics passed laws abolishing slavery, but the condition of the Indians was not much bettered for many years.
On September 1, 1811, Argentina issued a decree extinguishing all tribute, abolishing the mita, encomiendas, and
personal service. In Chile, a protectorate of the Indians
was established, but the natives were frequently the victims
of grave abuses; as late as August 29, 1927, a division was
set up in the government to deal with Indian property and
each Indian family was allotted some land which is held in
permanent possession. Servile work continued in Central
America. In Guatemala a law was passed as late as 1894
abolishing· personal service; in 1898 and 1900 ·decrees provided that agricultural workers who had not fulfilled their
18. Ordenanza General para e! gobierno e instrucciOn de intendentes, B'Ubdewgados, 21 demds emp!eados en Indias. Article No. 54, p. 41 f.
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contracts should not be imprisoned but required to work on
public works. The total liberation did not come until April
16, 1923. In Peru as late as 1906 a law· provided that the
work of natives. should be remunerated in effective money
• and prohibited the obliging of Indians to live in agricultural
centers against their will. In Venezuela many laws have
[ . protected the native since the end of the nineteenth cen· tury. Laws of July, 1928, refer to the protection of Indian
·
property." The following quotation from an impassioned
1 artiCle written by J. Capelo. in 1911 (Peru) is probably exaggerated, but indicates that the "tendrils" of the encomienda system were still clinging until a few years ago:

I

.
All the:habits of monopoly and of exactiop over the
under;-privileged classes which existed before, have
· been re-established and maintained each time with·
less tolerance, and the native race continues to pass
through the grinding mill of the most inhuman exploitation, and the "encomienda," the "mita," and the
"repartimiento," and the tribute and servitude of colo, nial times continues today as yesterday; it is nothing
· · that there is heard the outcry of a noble race that sub..:·
mits . . .
·
.
Not only does the individual or the native family
disappear, but entire populations disappear or suffer
enormous depopulation. It will be sufficient for us to
cite those mentioned in .the supreme resolution of the
second of January of the present year . . . Here they
are shown; Barranca, J everos, (fifteen mentioned) ...
of which not less than half have disappeared absolutely
and in not a few there is one hacienda in place of a
pueblo, and in some there is a· pueblo· but with a population reduced to a tenth of what it was.>•
14.
15.

Legislaci6n Social de America Latina, I, pp. xi-xiii; II, pp. xvii-xx.
Capelo, op •. cit.; p. 19.
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CHAPTER

V

PERSONAL SERVICE
It was in accordance with ancient custom and general
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I
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practice among conquerors that the Spaniards required the
Indians of America to pay tribute. Since most of the conquerors made their hazardous expeditions at their own expense, it seemed just that they should have a share of the
tributes claimed by the king. ·In order to collect this tribute
the Indians were· allotted among the Spaniards under the
encomienda system which has been described. The early
settlers were faced with the problems of improving. the
land, taking out the riches for the monarch, and civilizing
and Christianizing the Indians. The whole of the philosophy
of life of the colonists militated against tilling the soil; the
Indians would not be induced "without a certain degree of
compulsion" to an industry adequate to the needs of the
colonies, or even. to a lasting relation of friendliness to the
colon:lsts. A close relationship was absolutely necessary if
the civilization of the natives, and above all the conversion
to Christianity so strongly emphasized from the outset in
the history of discoveries, were to be successfully carried
out.' Since unlimited freedom of the natives meant ruin to
the colonies, the enconiienda system emerged, .at least in
intent, as one of the most humane systems of serfdom which
the world had known up to the time of the Spanish colonization. In theory and according to the statutes it carried a
definite responsibiblity for the welfare and civilization of
the natives. In the hands of the Spanish colonists it became
in reality slavery of a cruel, devastating form.
Much blame has been heaped upon Columbus for inaugurating the practice of serfdom and upon the monarchs
of Spain for permitting it. Whoever may be responsible,
it is true that gross abuses soon arose, and that during the
first fifteen years of the colony of Espanola the natives were
1. 'Keller, op. cit., p. 264, note.
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almost extinguished. Most Spanish writers defend the
-rulers and point out the fact that they urged good treatment
of the Indians. Antonio del Monte y Tejada places the
blame for starting the custom of requiring personal service
upon Roldan, the president of the court of justice under
· Columbus: Although Roldan was unscrupulous, it was
Columbus who authorized the payment of tribute in service
if the Indians could not pay in money or produce. Personal
service had become well established before the coming of
Ovando to Espanola in 1502. Ovando was instructed by
Queen Isabella to prohibit the requiring of any service without· just compensation, and he attempted to enforce this
regulation. As soon as the Indians found themselves at
liberty they fled from the settlements and separated themselves from association with the the Spaniards. The colonists complained that the natives would not work even if
they offered them good wages, and that they had no help on
the farms or in taking out the gold. Fearing the failure of
her colony, Queen Isabella sent new instructions to Ovando:

I

~·

Medina del Campo, December 20, 1503.

I
(
I

l
'I

Do:fia Isabel,
Inasmuch as the King, my Lord, and I, by the instructions which we commanded to be given to Don
Frey Nicola Dovando, Comendador Mayor of Alcantara, at the time when he went as our governor to the
Islands and Tierra Firme del Mar Oceana, had commanded that the Indian residents of the Island Espanola be free and not subject to servitude; ... and now
I am informed that because of the great liberty which
said Indians have, they flee and separate themselves
from communication with the Christians, and even
when they wish to pay them wages they will not work
nor help on the farms nor in taking out gold ...
From the time you see this carta compel the In,.
dians to associate, to work on buildings, to take out gold
and other metals, and to work on the farms .. .'
2. Don Antonio del Monte y Tejada, Historia de Sa-nto Domingo desde su des·
cubrimiento hasta 'lt'ltestros dias, I, p. 493.
3. Documentos Ineditoli de lndiu, XXXI, pp. 209-212.
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Isabella stated in this carla that her reason for permit.
ting the compulsory work was her desire that ·the. Indians
be converted to the Catholic Faith and that gold be taken
out. It is hard to tell which motive was stronger. She in.
sisted that they should be paid and that they should work
as free per;;ons, not as slaves. Each cacique or chief was to
have. charge of a certain number of Indians who should
work under his direction. On all fiesta days the Indians
were to be brought together to hear the doctrine. This
carta, in spite of its humane features (which were disre.
garded), gave the colonists just the opportunity which they
desired ; from this time on the Indians were used for· all
sorts of service. Vinas y Mey calls attention to the many
decrees against personal service, but a careful study of
these will show how the practice continued, regardless of all
provisions against it.
In 1528, unq.er Charles V, a decree was issued requiring that the tribute of the Indians in both royal and private
encomiendas should be paid in produce from the land, ·not
in personal service: Twenty-one years later, 1549, another
decree was sent ,out stating that tributes might not be.
changed to personal service." In that same year all personal
service was prohibited except to make the Indians work for
pay.• Both Philip II (1563) and Philip III (1601) found it
necessary to rep~at this order. Protectors were sent out,
beginning with Las Casas, whose duty it was to report
abuses of the Indians and to defend them in any cases between encomenderos and Indians. Charles V directed the
regular and secular clergy to advise the protectors if any
Indians were held in servitude in homes, on estates, or in
the mines by the Spaniards! In 1568 Philip II decreed that
in each title given to an encomendero there should be in, serted
a clause
.
. stating that no personal service should be
· 4.
5.
6.
7.

Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxiv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley i.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VI, Ley xiv.
'

'
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required." How effective this provision was may be seen
froin the fact that Philip III decreed in 1611 that the small
encomiendas be joined to larger ones, and "that personal
' service cease."• There is almost a note of despair in the decree of 1608 which states that the cedulas against personal
· service had been so badly kept that some doubts had arisen
about the legality of the practice.'o Philip IV and Charles
II continued to wrestle with the problem of satisfying the
settlers in the colonies without allowing inhuman treatment
of the natives. In 1633 workshops in the encomiendas and
personal service were prohibited," and. under Charles II
a decree was issued against forced labor by Indian women
and sons who had not reached the tribute-paying age.12 . One
difficulty with the regulations was that there were many
loop-holes. The colonists were permitted to force the Indians to work for pay, and they deducted the amount of the
tributes from the wages or kept the Indians in debt to them.
The .alcaldes and jailers forced the Indian prisoners to
render personal service,'" and at times Indians were condemned to personal service in convents."
A law of 1633 provided for the paying of tribute in
wheat, corn, yucca, :fish; cotton, vegetables, or anything
else suitable to the place, and stated "that there are some
provinces in which personal service still exists with grave
harm and vexation to the Indians." It was recommended
that the officials in charge of the government in each locality call together the prelates, the royal officials, the bishop,
and some disinterested persons to. consider the matter and
to estimate a just amount to be required in tributes. It
was ordered that the encomenderos should abide by the de- ·
cision and not collect any more than the amount set.:l6 The
8. Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xlix.
9. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. Bit. VIII, Ley xxvii.
10. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xlviii.
11. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xvii.
12. Ibid., Lib. VI. Tit. XIII, Ley ix.
13. Ibid., Lib. VII, Tit. VI, Ley ix.
14. Ibid., Lib. VII, Tit. VIII, Ley x.
15. Recopilacion,. Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxv.
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required." How effective this provision was may be seen
froin the fact that Philip III decreed in 1611 that the small
encomiendas be joined to larger ones, and "that personal
service cease."• There is almost a note of despair in the decree of 1608 which states that the cedulas against personal
service had been so badly kept that some doubts had arisen
about the legality of the practice.'o Philip IV and Charles
II continued to wrestle with the problem of satisfying the
settlers in the colonies without allowing inhuman treatment
of the natives. In 1633 workshops in the encomiendas and
personal service were prohibited," and. under Charles II
a decree was issued against forced labor by Indian women
and sons who had not reached the tribute-paying age.12 . One
difficulty with the regulations was that there were many
loop-holes. The colonists were permitted to force the Indians to work for pay, and they deducted the amount of the
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fhe .alcaldes and jailers forced the Indian prisoners to
~ender personal service,'" and at times Indians were con:lemned to personal service in convents."
A law of 1633 provided for the paying of tribute in
;vheat, corn, yucca, :fish; cotton, vegetables, or anything
~lse suitable to the place, and stated "that there are some
lrovinces in which personal service still exists with grave
1arm and vexation to the Indians." It was recommended
;hat the officials. in charge of the government in each localty call together the prelates, the royal officials, the bishop,
md some disinterested persons to. consider the matter and
:o estimate a just amount to be required in tributes. It
111as ordered that the encomenderos should abide by the de- ·
:ision and not collect any more than the amount set.:l6 The
8. Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xlix.
9. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. Bit. VIII, Ley xxvii.
10. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xlviii.
11. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xvii.
12. Ibid., Lib. VI. Tit. XIII, Ley ix.
13. Ibid., Lib. VII, Tit. VI, Ley ix.
14. Ibid., Lib. VII, Tit. VIII, Ley x.
15. Recopilacion,. Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxv.
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encomenderos took advantage of the right to collect tribute
in kind by depriving the Indians of a large part of their
crops and forcing them to weave blankets for them. To
correct this it was decreed that the tributes should be Paid
in money, and new difficulties arose. A decree issued by
Philip II and repeated several years later by Charles II
stated that since the tribute had been commuted to money,
wheat, corn, birds, fruits had gone up to excessive prices.
Since the Indians were not forced to pay tribute in produce ,
they did not care to work, and the land was lying idle.. The
viceroys, presidents, audiencias, and governors .were ex.
horted to consider this matter and remedy the situation."· It
seemed almost impossible to abolish personal service, which
took many forms.
One type of· service was that which women were re.
quired to perform in the homes of the Spaniards. They
were often taken from the yanaconas in Peru and the nabo.
rias in Mexico, Indians who were adscripted to the soil. As
early as 1539 a decree was issued against commending the
yanaconas to such service,17 and eleven years before that
encoinenderos were forbidden to have Indian women in
their homes.18 At times the caciques accepted daughters of
the Indians as tribute:• and sometimes those who went into
the pueblos to collect tribute forcibly took away wives and
daughters."" In 1582 royal officials were ordered to proceed
against corregidores and alcaldes mayores who burdened
Indians and took away their women. 21 Because of excesses
•
which were committed no single Indian woman was per.
mitted to contract for work in the home of a Spaniard, and
no married woman might do so unless her husband con·
tracted to work for the same master. 22 Sometimes sailors
and other travelers took away Indian women who never re·
'

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

'

Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xxxix.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. VII, Ley xxxvii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xx.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VII, Ley xiv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley iv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XIII, Ley xiv.
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ttirned to their people."" In the early days of colonization
there were no inns, and travelers stayed in the Indian pueblos, requiring the Indians to furnish them with food and
service. Encomenderos were prohibited from staying more
than one night.. and merchants were not permitted to stay
' more than three days... Where there was no inn a Spanish
traveler might stay at the house of ah Indian if he paid for
his lodging and food.'" After inns were opened, it was
deemed necessary to assign
Indians to do the domestic serv•
ice,"' but they were to be paid. The travelers must have been
very exacting
in their demands on the Indians because a
•
decree was issued in 1596 stating that Indians should be
permitted to give necessary service only. They might provide bread, wine, and meat for the travelers and grain for
their animals... In Paraguay the Jesuits established a mission system under which the Indians were reduced to living
in missions under strict religious discipline. Because of the
special conditions in this region· allotments 6f Indians to
convents were permitted in Paraguay, Tucuman, and Rio
de la Plata." Each doctrinero was allowed ·for personal
service two boys (from seven to fourteen years of age) , one
old Indian woman to do the cooking, and one Indian .man.
He was to furnish their food and clotliing."'
In the plan for the civilizing and Christianizing of the
natives, all Indians were to be reduced to pueblos.3' Each
reduction was to be furnished with a church which had a
door which could be locked,"" and a sacristan to care for the
ornaments."" Each pueblo had at least one Indian alcalde;
j if there were more than eighty families a pueblo was en~
23.
24.
25;
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xlviii.
Recopi/.aci&n, Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xiii ; xi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley xxiv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley xxv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XIII, Ley iii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XIII, Ley iv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xlv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xliv;
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley i.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley iv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley vi.
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titled to ·two alcaldes and two regidores. · The alcalde had
jurisdiction in minor offenses; he might inquire into cases
of delinquency, make arrests, and imprison for very short
terms. He was permitted to punish with one day in prison
or eight lashes one who failed to attend mass on a fiesta day
got. drunk, or committed some like offense."' No Indian of
one pueblo was permitted in another pueblo under penalty
of .twenty lashes or, if a cacique, payment of four pesos ."
Encomenderos, their families, and their servants were pro.
hibited from entering or residing in the pueblos of their
encomiendas,.. and they were ordered to provide priests,
paying the expense out of the tribute."" It was decreed that
the sites for· the reductions were to be carefully chosen
' where there would be plenty of water, both mountainous
and level land, good approaches, and space for fields and
pasture... Since mining was so important and Indians were
often forced to go far from their homes to work in the
mines, pueblos were established near them.•• The Indians
had plots of land which they cultivated for. themselves,
there were some lands held in common by the pueblo, and
they were sent out in lots or mitas to cultivate the lands of
the encomenderos. The repartimiento or distribution of
work was in the hands of caciques, or native chiefs!" . The
caciques were exempt from paying tribute and doing personal service and retained certain rights which they had
held before the Spanish domination.41 Although they were
protected in their claims that certain Indians were their
vassals, they were not entitled to be called Sefior; the only
titles permitted them were Cacique or Principal." Excesses
against the Indian laborers were committed by the caciques
84.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

Lib. VI, Tit. III, Leyes xv and xvi.
Lib~ VI, Tit. III, Ley xviii.
Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xiv.
Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley v.
Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley viii.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley x.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. III, Ley xvi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VII, Leyes i, ii; Tit. V, Ley xviii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit, VII, Leyes v and ix.
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principally because of pressure brought upon them by the
Spanish officials and the owners of mines."" The proceeds
•
from the common land were· placed in a special treasury
'L called caja de comunidad, out of which were paid expenses
I
for the common good. Careful accounts were to be kept,
· and doctrineros were not permitted to enjoy anything from
the caja de comunidad without license from the viceroy or
audiencia." In 1582 a decree ordered that each Indian of
New Spain should cultivate each year ten fathoms of earth
for the comunidades. The same was to be introduced into
peru.'" The Indian laborers were required to give service
on the common lands, on the lands belonging to the encomenderos, and later on lands which the corregidores were
permitted to hold. They often· were required to go long
distances from their homes; they worked long hours, and
had scanty food. During the reign of Philip II decrees were
issued requiring that those who l~bored in the .fields should
be paid a just sum, that they should be paid for the time of
going and coming, and that they should not be required to
go more than ten leagues (about thirty miles) from home
to work!" So much of their time was spent in the· forced
labor for the encomenderos that the Indians did not have
time to work their own lands."7 After the mita was introduced for work in the fields as well as in the mines, a certain portion of Indians was sent out at a time.. It was ordered that the mita should not exceed a seventh part in
Peru'" and four per cent in New Spain.~· The viceroys were
directed to fix the hours and days of work to be required""
because the encomenderos often kept the workers overtime
or sent them out a second time before they had a chance to
return to their families from the previous mita. It was re43.
44.
45.
46.
4 7.
48.
49.
50.

•

Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. VII, Ley xi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IV, Leyes i to xxxvi.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. IV, Ley xxi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Leyes ii and iii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. I, Ley xxiii.
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peatedly ordered that although it might be necessary to
force the Indians to work in the fields, they must be Paid
but the pay was either lacking altogether or too small t~
cover the necessities of life. At times the miserable laborers
were forced to live on herbs and roots.
Vi:fias y Mey states that in Chile a third of the reduc.
tion would be assigned to agricultural work at a time. The
amount of the tribute was discounted from the wages. This
. third worked for two hundred seven days, or nine months
of twenty-three days each. - This left three months for the
cultivating of their own crops. They assembled on Novem.
ber fifteenth· after their fields had been planted and worked
for eighty days, beginning on December first. On March
fifteenth they stopped work and ·returned to gather their
individual crops, assembled again on the sixteenth of April,
and departed for their work on April twenty-fourth. This
time they worked one hundred twenty-seven days until
October ninth. All Sundays and fiesta days were observed;
on .fiesta days the mitayos were permitted to hire out to
whom they desired.
That this plan was not observed
_throughout the colonies is indicated by the statements in
the decrees that Indians were sometimes not permitted to
return to their homes when the mita was ended"" and that
they did not have time for their own lands.53
Don Luis de Velasco, Viceroy of Peru, in his relaci6n
to his successor, 1604, told of some of his difficulties in enforcing the decrees against personal service. He stated
that His Majesty (Philip III) had provided anew against
personal service, but he could not enforce the decrees to the
letter of the law. The Indians were naturally antagonistic
to work, and when not forced to perform services they
neglected the fields and flocks. They were so few in number
that only a sixth or seventh part could be distributed for
work. He had consulted the royal audiencia, some religion51

51.
52.
5:_L

Vinas y Mey, op. cit., pp. 74-75; Recopuaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XVI, Ley xxi.
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ists, practical persons, and experts, and it seemed to all
impossible to introduce the measures which His Majesty
commanded without great ruin and detriment to the countrY· He had provided, however, that the Indians be relieved
of some of the severe oppression. His Majesty prohibited
the·requiring of personal service in lieu of tribute in Tucurnftn, Paraguay, and Chile. He had despatched provisions
to the governors Of these provinces,' asking them to confer
with the bishops and make commutation. At least they
rnust see that the Indians who were granted in imcomienda
from this time on should be commended without this burde~ ..
In Charcas there were some warlike Indians who made
depredations in the surrounding country. It was difficult
to reduce these to civilized living. When Senor don Fran'.
cisco de Toledo made a visita general (supervisory visit),
he left many Indians. in Charcas adscripted to large estates,
which in that province were called chacaras. He ordered
that they should be bound to the soil to cultivate it ·for the
duenos (overlords) without any right to leave it. The
dueiios were required to give them clothing, doctrine, other
necessities, and· pieces of land for their own planting; the
dueiios were to pay the taxes and tributes for them. These
Indians
were called Yanaconas. Many
other Indians had
.
.
joined the Yanaconas in order to escape the mitas to the
mines because this work on the lands was easier. · This left
the ·mita for the mines to a few Indians. His majesty had
been informed that these Yanaconas were bound to the soil
and were suffering wrongs; he had, therefore, ordered that
they should not be forced to. stay on the chacaras. Velasco .
ordered the corregidores to publish the king's decree. The
corregidor of La Plata did not publish it and wrote to Velasco telling him about the confusion which it would cause. Letters were exchanged with both the viceroy and the. audienCia, but Velasco finally succeeded in having the decree
published. The Yanaconas might be required to give service
but they were to serve as free men, not as slaves. As soon
'
I
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as the decree was published, theYanaconas left the chacaras
and would not work. There was no one to do the work, to
plant the fields, and to gather the harvest. ·Potosi was not
able to subsist without the labor of the Indians. Velasco
was forced by circumstances to allow the. original Yana.
conas to be kept by force on the estates, but those who had
voluntarily joined them to escape the mita to the mines
were to be set free. Velasco added that "although the mean.
ing of the royal cedula says yery clearly that they should not
be detained on them by force, necessity obliged us to modify
it in regard to the original Yanaconas." 54
In 1539 and again in 1550 it had been decreed that the
Yanaconas should not be allotted for domestic service... In
1571 those who were no longer bound to personal service
were required to pay tribute as the other Indians."' In 1618
another decree was issued stating that the Indians· of the
chacaras should not remain as Yanaconas, bound to personal service."7
During the viceroyalty of Velasco a man by the name
of Alfonso Messia sent a long memorial to the viceroy on
the subject of the cedulas about personal service of the
Indians. He said that the following provisions were made
in these cedulas:
· 1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

There were to be no repartimientos to work in the
fields, the construction of buildings, for the care of
·
flocks, and similar duties.
The Indian tributes were not to be commuted to
personal service of any kind.
The Indians were not to be permitted to work in
textile factories or sugar mills even voluntarily.
The Indians were not to be burdened with loads.
The Indians were not to be allotted to chacaras
of Cuzco, Charcas, and other parts and were not
to be forced to remain on the estates ..

54. Relaciones de .los Vireyes 11 Audiencios que ham. gobernado el Peril, II, pp.
3-15.
55. Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. VIII, Ley xxxvii.
56. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley v.
57. Ibid., VI, Tit. III, Ley xii.
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That Indians should not be abused in the chacaras.
No Indians should be kept in the vineyards and
olive groves. ·
No Indians should be sent to the pearl fisheries.
Indians were not to be sent to the mines,
The Jueces Repartidores who distributed the Indians were to be taken away.
The taxes of the Indians in the mines of Potosi
were to be moderated.

There were many difficulties in the way of enforcing
these provisions. They would cause general discontent and
work would cease. His Majesty had suggested the follow-·
ing remedies: the buying of negro slaves to replace the Indian workers, the forcing of. mestizos and idle Spaniards
to help with the labor, and the requiring of the Indians to
come to central places to be hired for work, and the moving ·
of the pueblos close to the niines and other places where
work was required. Messia made objection to all of these
proposals. He objected to the substituting of negro slaves
because they brought such diseases as measles and smallpox, they could not stand the work in the cold regions, and
the miners and landholders were not rich enough to buy
them. He stated that there were only eight rich miners in
Potosi, and these did not have much ready money since their
wealth was in land. He thought that it would be impossible
to use mestizos and Spaniards for work in the mines especially because they could not climb the mountains as the
Indians did, and they wore clothing which was too cumbersome. It would be all right to hire the Indians from some
central place, but who would collect them? The caciques
had a hard time as it was assembling those who were sent
out for the mita; some always escaped. The moving of the
pueblos nearer to the places of work was quite impossible
because the Indians were attached to their pueblos where
they had their families established. Messia suggested that
instead of making a wholesale prohibition of personal service' certain outstanding wrongs .should be corrected. He
mentioned as one wrong the fact that those for whom. the
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In.dians worked did not pay them nor furnish them with
food .. The workers were given cedulas, promises of pay~
ment, and often died leaving only these worthless cedulas
to their· chil.dren. The remedy suggested was that agree~
ments be announced publicly in both the Indian and Span~
ish languages. If any Spaniard did not keep his agreement
the Indian was to report to the Indian alcalde, and the al~
calde to the viceroy. If a second complaint was made the
. Spaniard was not to be allowed any Indians ·for a year.
Another abuse was the contracting for work. by companies
in which one man sent the Indians out and another was to
pay them. The Indians were made to work night and day
in cultivating and irrigating fields, and sometimes the quota
. was increased. Indians who were allotted for work in the
fields were often forced to work in the houses an,d in sugar
mills where there was danger of cutting their hands and
otherwise injuring themselves. The corregidores who were
allowed to have land for themselves deprived the Indians
of the best ofthe land and of the water for irrigation. He
mentioned the harm to the Indian shepherds. They were
sent off to the hills with the sheep .and were absent so long
from their families that the natural propagation of the race
was prevented. These individual wrongs Messia thought
should be corrected ...
Messia mentioned the textile factories in which the In~
dians were forced to work. This labor took many forms.
When the encomenderos were permitted to accept blankets
and cloth in payment of tribute, they shut women up in
and forced them to spin .and
weave."" Although
the
houses
.
.
.
women were exempt from paying taxes, .they
were. ·often
'
forced to do this work to pay the taxes due from their husbands. The church officials forced them to weave fabrics
and make ornaments for the churches,.. and they made
58. Relaciones de ws Vireyes y Audiencias que ha-n gobernrLdo el Peru, II, pp.
339-374.
59. Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley xv.
60. Ibid., 'Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley viii.
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clothing for secular and ·ecclesiastical officials."' Philip II
issued a decree in 1595 prohibiting the service of Indians
in these weaving establishments· and in the sugar mills,"•
and in 1633 Philip IV declared that there should ·be no workshops in the encomiendas ...
· · According to Juan and Ulloa the evils connected with
the labor in the textile factories continued until late in the
eighteenth century. Although Vinas y Mey takes great
pains to disprove the statements of these travelers in regard· to the corruption of the audiencias, his only comment
on their tales of the abuses and short rations of the textile
workers is that Calixto Bustamante tells a different story.
He quotes Bustamante as saying that the workers were
given competept; rations twice a week and that they were
fat ··and looked refreshed. Probably the observers saw different factories. If the factories described by Juanand Ulloa
was 'typical,' the conditions were truly deplorab1e. They
wrote that the work began before day dawned. As soon as
the Indians assembled, the tasks were assigned by the master; the doors were closed and locked. · At noon the door
was opened to let the Indian women come in to bring the
scant ration. After a very short time the doors were closed
again, and work continued until darkness made it impossible. Then the master, foreman, came around to collect the
stints. Those who had not completed the tasks assigned
were punished with terrible cruelty; lashes by the hundreds were given, "for the Spaniards knew how to count only
by hundreds." They were shut up in prison in the sanie
building or placed in stocks. During the day many visits
were made by the foreman and blows were given to those
not fulfilling their tasks. Unfinished tasks were piled up,
and debts were allowed to accumulate so that the Indians
often worked long without any pay. When they were paid,
· 61. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley ix.
62. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XIII, Ley viii.
63. Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. IX, Ley xvii .
.,
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they received one real a day,"' and half-of that was retained
to pay the corregidor. · The Indians became sick and died
because· of the terrible life in these factories. Indian
mothers wept when their children were assigned to this ·
work.""
Each section had its own particular type of forced labor
with its attendant evils. In Peru there were the coca plantations; in New Spain the Indians were forced to leave their
lands to care for silk worms; and in Guatemala they were
forced to gather indigo leaves. In the. Andes of Peru, in
the corregiriliento of Paucartambo, the Spaniards found out
from the Indians the value of the coca leaves. The coca
trees grow to about the height of a man and put out new
lea:ves each month, from which can be extracted a powerful
drug (cocaine). · The Indians were superstitious about the
coca leaves and used them in their pagan ceremonies. They
burned them and realized that the incense had a soothing
effect; They told the Spaniards that when they chewed
the leaves, they had new strength for work and could endure
hunger and thirst for a long time. So valuable did they
consider coca that they used it sometimes as money. The
Spaniards became interested in its cultivation, and the traffic
in the leaves became so great that · in Potosi alone it
amounted to more than 500,000 pesos of silver each year.
The coca-trees were cultivated in valleys which were very
hot and damp, and the Indians who were mostly highlanders
suffered ·greatly from the change. A decree from Philip II
in 1569 declared that the use of co~a in heathen ceremonies
should cease, also the use by the Indians in the belief that
it would allay hunger... The cultivation was not prohibited
entirely because it was recognized as an important source of
wealth for Peru. No person was to be permitted to have a
plantatio:P. which would yield more than five hundred baskets of harvest for each mita, under penalty of a fine of five
64. From 12'hc. to about 35c. in value, depending upon the value of a peso at
the time.
65. Ulloa y Gorge Juan, Not£cias Secretas de America, pp. 275-278.
66. Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XIV, Ley 1.
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hundred pesos. If anyone had less than five hundred cestos
he was prohibited from planting . more except by license
from the viceroy. No Indian was to be compelled to cultivate coca against his will. If any natives wished to hire
out for this work, they must have change of clothing because of the rainy climate, must have beds high above the
ground, and should not be permitted to carry the harvest
to Potosi on their backs. The workers were to be given food.
for each month, provided with medical care by doctors paid
by the duenos, were to observe the fiesta days, and could not
be detained over their allotted time."7
In Guatemala it was discovered that a good blue dye
could be gotten from the leaves of the indigo plant. Not
having negro slaves, the Spaniards introduced Indians to
'
gather these leaves. This
'was dangerous work and the
Indians lasted only a few years in doing it. Consequently,
it was forbidden ...
When the Spaniards came to America, the Indians were
not using any efficient beast of burden. There were few
open roads, and it became the' custom to use the natives as
burden-bearers. Vifias y Mey tells of the objections made
by Las Casas, the bishop of Marroquin, 1·and Zumarraga to
this type of work. In 1540 a petition was sent to the council
of the Indies to forbid the use of natives as carriers because
many died from the ill treatment. The king sent the petition to Mendoza with an order for him to call together the
oidores and the bishop of Mexico to talk over the matter.
He states that Cortes prohibited the use of Indian carriers
under pain of death, and that Charles V and Philip II prohibited the Indians performing this service even by their
own free will. The best remedy was to open roads and introduce beasts of burden. A royal. cedula was issued . to the
audiencia of Buenos Aires to construct roads, and in 1563
Philip II ordered the audiencia of La Plata to make roads

0
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68.

Solorzano, op. cit., I, pp. 99-101; Recopiblci6n, VI, XIV,. ii.
Ibid., I, p. 96 ; Recopiblci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. XIV, Ley iii .
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and bridges."" An examination of the decrees in regard to
burden-bearing reveals some of the abuses and the difti_
culties in enforcing the regulations. ·
During the reign of Charles I (Emperor· Charles V) a
decree was issued (1536) stating that no Spaniard might be
carried on a litter unless he had some notorious illness:•
The Indians were forced to bring provisions to the cities.
Personal service was forbidden in 1549, and in 1552 a cedula
stated that carrying food, wood, corn, and chickens to the
cities was personal service and placed a penalty upon anyone requiring this type of work. 71 In 1528 and again in 1549
the burdening of Indians against their will was forbidden
and ecclesiastical prelates were exhorted to give particular'
attention to this provision:• It was found necessary to
modify a cedula against Indian carriers so as to permit their
use where there were no open roads and no beasts of burden. · The nurn.ber of Indians, the distance, the weight of
the burdens, and the pay were to be set by the audiencia,
g~>Vernor, or judge!" No mestizo was permitted to burden
an Indian even where there were no open roads," and in
permitted cases no Indian might be a carrier under the age
of eighteen:• In 1533 the maximum load was set at two
arrobas,"" but the decree· stated that the weight was to be
regulated by the topography of the country and the strength
of the carrier:• The king was to be notified if any violation
of the two-arroba rule was necessary. The encomenderos
had a habit of forcing their Indians to carry supplies to
the mines to be sold to the miners ; this was forbidden in
1558.'~~~
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

Viiias y Mey, op. cit., pp. 29-31; 283-284.
Recopi/aci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley xvii.
Recopil.acion, ·Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley vii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley vi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley x.
Ibid., Lib .. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xiii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xiv.
An arroba was about twenty-five pounds.
Recopilacion, Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xvii and xv.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley viii.
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Indians' were permitted to unload boats at the ports and
to carry the cargo to shore not to exceed a distance of !:mehalf league (a league was about three miles) . In 1582
PhiliP II sentan order forthe authorities to proceed against
corregidores and alcaldes mayores who made the In'dians
bear burdens80 and repeated the decree against the use of
carriers. It was found out that the Indians in the vicinity
of Mexico City were required to bring hens to the city as
part payment on tribute. Sometimes it was necessary for
them to buy the hens at a price higher than the amount
allowed them on their tribute.•l Philip III found it necessary in 1609 ·to issue a new decree against using the
Indians as carriers except in special cases.•• In the same
year a decree was issued against the practice of making the
Indians of Canta and Guamantanga take snow from the
hillside and carry it on their backs to Tambo de Acaybamba
to be sent to the City of the Kings. The penalty to be imposed upon any corregidor requiring this work was deprivation from office and a fine of fifteen hundred pesos of gold ...
On the Magdalena river, Indians were forced into serv:..
ice as oarsmen. The abuses were so great that Philip II
decreed that a special protector should be sent to this region... In 1601 Philip III ordered the due:fios of the canoes
to buy negro slaves to replace the Indians. While the slaves
were being arranged for, the duefios were permitted to keep
some Indians, but they were to be as few as possible... The
Indians of Venezuela were taken to Cumana and Margarita
to be oarsmen for the pirogues there... In the Philippines
there were abuses to be corrected in connection with the
forcing of the natives to furnish fish for Fridays."7 The use
79

Recopilacion, Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. V, Ley xlii.
Ibid., Lib.· VI, Tit. XII, Ley v and vi.
Ibid., Lib; VI, Tit. XII, Ley xxxiv.
Recopilaci6n, Lib. VI, Tit. VI, Ley ix.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XIII, Ley xxvi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XU, Ley xxxvii.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XII, Ley xli.
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of the Indians in pearl fisheries was forbidden in 1609 ..
The helpless natives were compelled to build houses f ·
their lords, to erect fortifications, and to clean the stree~r
8
of the cities without pay.•• In the reductions the ordinar
natives were at the mercy of their caciques, and even th~
doctrineros who should have had some sympathy often exploited them. When they were taken away from encornenderos ·and placed under royal officials, their lot was sometimes worse than before, as has. been pointed out.
With the introduction of negro slaves the few Indians
who were left were relieved of their bondage in most places
but as late as the twentieth century (1907) the world stood
aghast at the disclosure of the horrors in the Puturnayo
region of Peru where Indians were forced to work at cutting
and carrying out rubber.oo The methods of the conquisitadores were inherited by their descendants in the new American republics. In recent years, however, the natives have
. had many champions, especially among those who have
some Indian blood in their veins. The following quotation
from a short poem by Jose Santos Chocano of Peru, written
in 1922, shows that vestiges of Indian serfdom are still
found in that country :91
Indio que labras con fatiga
tierras que de otros duefios son:
Ignoras tu que deben tuyas
ser, por tu sangre y tu sud or?
Ignoras tu que audaz codicia,
siglos atras; te las quito? ·
Ignoras tu que eres el Amo?
Qui en sabe, senor!

*
88.
89.
90.
91.

*

*

Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. XIII, Ley xi.
Ibid., Lib. VI, Tit. X, Ley xiii.
W. E. Hardenburg, The Putumayo, The Devil's Paradise, p. 21.
Indian, you who labor with fatigue·
The lands that belong to other lords ;
Do you not know that they should be
Yours, by your ·blood and the sweat [of your brow] ?
Do you not know that audacious. greed
Ages ago took them from you?
Do you not know that you are the master?
. -Who knows, seiior !
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El joven Indio comparece
ante el cefiudo Capataz;
Tu padre he muerto; y, como sabes
en contra tuya en pie estan.
deudas, que tu con tu trabajo
tal vez nos llegues a pagarDesde manana, como es justo,
rebajaremos tu jornal.
El joven Indio abre los ojos
llenos de tragica humedad;
y, con un gesto d{splicente
que nose puede penetrar,
dice, ensayando una sonrisa :
Asi sera.
The young Indian appears in person
Before the angry overseer.
"Your father I have killed ; and, as you know,
Against you, outstanding, there are
Debts, which you by your work
Perhaps may succeed in payingFrom tomorrow, as is just,
We shall reduce your daily wage."
The young Indian opens his eyes
Filled with tragic moisture,
And with a resentful expression,
Which no one can fathom,
Says, attempting a smile,
"Thus it shall be."
The bugle of war cries out for blood,
The voice of the captain thunders:
"Indian, to the ranks ! Brandish your weapons
Even to die or triumph.
After the battle, if it be that you die,
No one will remember about you ;
But if, instead, you come out victorious,
I shall make you work in my fields.
Do not ask me why you fight,
Do not ask me where you are going."
Docile, the Indian enters the ranks
As a martial automaton,
And he says gravely,
"Thus it shall be."

Jose Santos Chocano, Tres Notus de' Nuestra Alma lndigena, taken from Alfred
Coester, Anthology of the Modernista Movement, pp. 201-207.
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Clarin de guerra pide sangre.
T~uena Ia vaz del Capitan;
· · Indio! a las filas ! Blande tu arma
hasta morir o hasta triu:rifar.
Tras Ia batalla, si es que mueres
nadie de ti se acordara ; ·
pero si; en cambio, el triunfo alcanzas,
te hare en mis tierras trabajar~
No me preguntes por que luchas,
No me preguntes d6nde vas.
Docil el Indio entra en las filas
como un automata marcial;
y solo dice, grava:r'nente:
Asi sera.
(To be concluded)
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USES OF WOOD BY.THE SPANISH COLONISTS
IN NEW MEXICO

•

By

HEST~R JONES

are to
certain objects and constructions of
.
·wood belonging to the Spanish Colonial Period in New
W
I Mexico, from 1598 till well into the nineteenth century.
E

c~nsider

These
include. mainly architectural features ' furniture,·
'
household ·goods arid agricultural implements. Museum
material· from the Historical Society collection in the old
Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe illustrates most of the
uses which will be described.
These products depend for their nature on the kinds of
timber found in New Mexico; on the traditional knowledge
of the
Spanish manufacturers;
and on the remoteness of the
.
.
province from the rest of civilization, which greatly limited
the supply of 'imported manufactured goods as well as of
machinery for making needed articles ..
. · According to L. F. Cottam; assistant forest supervisor
of the Santa Fe National Forest, the kinds of timber in
New Mexico are: western yellow pine, piiion, cottonwood,
juniper, Douglas fir; oak, aspen, ash, white fir, lhnber phie,
and blue and Engelmann spruce. The last four were little
used as they grow at a very high altitude and were not generally so suitable as other woods.
The timber supply was described by Josiah Gregg and
W. W. H. Davis, 'the former of whom wrote of New Mexico
the 1840's, shortly before the American occupation, and
both of whom mention the pine, pinon and cottonwood, but
speak of the scarcity of timber in the country. Davis
(1856) tells us: "The country is said to have been well
wooded when the Spaniards first settled it, but in many
parts it has been entirely cut off, and in some instances
without leaving a tree for shade." Mr. Cottam says these
reports of the scarcity of timber are not correct. From one
forest, 3,000,000 ties have recently been floated down the
Rio Grande for the railroad in one year.· He questions that
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the Spaniards ever cut extremely large quantities of timber
.
'
although he says they burned a great deal to make grazing
land and to force out game. ·
·
The larger timber grows high in the mountains, which
. accounts for the report of scarcity. The pine and Douglas
fir grow 120 feet to 140 feet tall. The limitation in the wood
supply was more a matter of variety and quality than of
quantity. Such wood as elm, maple, walnut or mahogany
-were not to be found. Since the creations were mainly for
utility, this lack was not generally important. The western
yellow pine was adapted to almost any need, although there
were some better, available woods for certain purposes, and
..
these were·not overlooked.

•

'

!

. .Characterization of the Woods
The quality of the woods determined the purposes to
which they were adapted. The wood used in each item in
our collection was identified for this study by Matt Nagle, a
man who has worked in New Mexico forty years in mining
and cattle work, son of a forester. His characterization of
the wood was verified by Mr. Cottam of the National Forest
Service. The following is a list of the qualities of the woods
and the items made of each. Pine (western yellow) is soft
and is the wood most easy to handle. It has a generally
straight grain, though it is knotty. Articles made of pine
are inclined to split through. Pine does not withstand strain
so well as other woods. The surface does not wear smooth.
Pine is the main architectural wood, being used in vigas (or
beams), 'portals, coroels and architraves. It is also the
main furniture wood, used in chests, cupboards, chairs,
tables, benches, candlesticks, and santos. These uses are exemplified in the structure of our old museum building in
Santa Fe which is the historic Palace of the Governors,
originally built in the early 1600's, which still has some very
old woodwork; and in the furniture and santos of. the Historical Society exhibits. Other objects of pine in the collection are: an ox yoke, a spinning wheel, a pulley block,
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breadtrays, a cheese press, a scale and a number of weighing trays, the wooden part of a wheat sieve, handles of tools,
a bread shovel, a violin, and a stocking form.
·
Piiion, being a scrub pine with slow growth, has not so
straight a grain as the pine and the grain is finer. It is not
so apt to split through as the pine. It gets slick with use.
A rope running through it is not so apt to cut into it and
make a groove as with the pine. · The tree branches in a way
to be adapted for a saddle-tree or for legs of a spinning;.
wheel. It was generally used for locally made saddles.
Piiion articles in our collection are shuttles, a skinning
knife, a saw handle, a scale, a pair of hames, legs for a
spinning-wheel, share of a plow, and a top for games.·
Cottonwood is tougher than pine. The grain is not
straight. It is not inclined to split through of its own
accord, though it checks. It was used to advantage for dippers, ladles, spoons, and mixing bowls, because it has no
taste. We have examples of these, and a wooden wine-barrel for making wine, and carreta wheels.
Juniper is stout and wears slick, and the grain is
.straight so that it can make a thin, long stick. We find an
example of juniper in the long parallel sticks of a weaver's
comb. Red cedar, which is a species of the same family,
grows larger than the scrubby juniper, is strong and good
for beams. It is the wood of a piece of a carved beam from
the Pecos mission church, in our collection.
Oak is the stoutest and heaviest of the available woods.
The grain is not straight, and it does not split through in the
course of ordinary use. It will bend without breaking. It
seldom grows above a scrub height in New Mexico, so its
use is limited to small articles. In our collection we find
stays of a blacksmith's bellows made of oak, the keys of a
guitar and a stirrup. We are told that the sticks which
•
stood up around a carreta frame were often made of oak.
Douglas fir, sometimes called red spruce, is very strong.
It was used in the shaft of the plow in our collection. It was
often used for dimension material in building, as large timbers for bridges, and sometimes for vigas.
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Ash, being close grained with little shrinkage, was good
for spinning-wheel hubs, as the spokes_ stayed in place.
There is so little to be found that it hardly counts.
Aspen has a live quality yielding a good resonance. It
was used in the guitar of our collection .

.
Remoteness and Limitations
We can help to explain the character and construction
of these products by making dear the extreme remoteness
of this small colony, the most northern province of New
Spain.
The first settlement came into existence in 1598, after
a series of explorations from Mexico City, the capital of
New Spain, by Spaniards in search of gold and wealth that
was reportedto be in the northern pueblos. The small group
came dressed in velvets and taffetas, under the leadership
of Don Juan de Onate, equipped with trappings of adornment rather than tools for work, although their purpose was
to colonize. In. 1617 there were only forty-eight soldiers
and settlers in New Mexico, according to H. H. Bancroft.
The eastern colonies developing on the Atlantic coast might
as well have been on another continent, and this separation
continued for over 200 years.
Remoteness in distance, continuing into the nineteenth
century, has -been summarized by Lansing B. Bloom as
follows: "From Chihuahua, Santa Fe was 260 leagues to
the north (over 700 miles), and in 1822 El Paso del Norte
was the only settlement of any size in that whole distance
until Valverde and El Paso were reached. · The most west. ern of the United States in 1822 was Missouri, and a traveler from Santa
. Fe to Franklin,. Missouri, faced over 700
miles of mountain, desert and prairie, inhabited only by
roaming. Indian tribes. To the· missions on the California
seaboard it was equally far; and northwards were only barbarous Indians and occasional trapping and trading bands."
Political handicaps to trade added to the effectiveness
of this remoteness. Previous to 1822, according to Spanish
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policy which· held until the Mexican independence gained
in that year, all. traffic except with the provinces to the
south was discouraged and at times prohibited. "Some
Spaniards engaged in illicit trade with the French inhabitants of Louisiana, which brought out prohibitory orders
from the king in 1723. In 1800 there was as yet no trade
with Louisiana or even with the Spaniards in Texas. The
same exclusive policy was operative with regard to trade
with the United States. The summary of all intercourse
with the United States previous to Mexican independence
is very brief: Lalande in 1804 and Pursley in 1805 had come
in ·and settled : Lieutenant Pike and his men had been
brought in as prisoners in 1807 and sent to Chihuahua;
McKnight and his fellow traders had gone the same road
in 1812; and .in -1815, Chouteau and De
Munn had been in
'
Santa Fe for a few weeks. In 1821-22, small parties under
Captain'· Glenn, Becknell and Stephen Cooper began that
trade with the United States which was to grow to such
proportions and was· to affect so decidedly the fortunes of
New Mexico. Stringent customs regulations in Mexico
made prices exceedingly high on goods from the .soutli."
(Bloom.)
During the seventeenth century, commerce that existed
at all was limited to the missionary supply-service caravans,
sent out every three years. The round trip took about a
year and a half. Among supplies allotted were certain tools
for carpenter work, such as: axes, adzes, saws; chisels,
planes and nails. Even the nails were counted by number.
In the eighteenth century .there developed an annual trade
caravan to attend the January' fair at Chihuahua. A rec.:.
ord of 1788 explains the impossibility of obtaining reports
from New Mexico until the people came down to the Janu- ·
ary fair.
'
A report of the Vera Cruz consulate in 1804 shows the
following trade of New Mexico:

\
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Merchandise from Europe, to the value of ___:_$ 61,000
Merchandise from Asia, to the value of ______ · 7,000
Merchandise from America, to the value of __ _ 34,000
Horses and mules for Military Secretary, to
account of settlers --------------~----1o,ooo

Total ------------------------$112,000
The above table is an indication that certain families of
wealth did import products. All of the early American
writers state that there were two distinct classes in New
Mexico: the rich. (ricos) and the poor (peasantry). The
latter class far outnumbered the former, which ''numbers
as one hundred to one," according to Frank S. Edwards, a
soldier under Doniphan in 1846.
Davis describes the industrial development in' Santa
Fe in the 1840's as follows .• There were: one hotel, one
printing office, two tailoring establishments, two·shoe-makers, one apothecary, a bakery, and two blacksmith shops.
Accordmg to Bloom; "by the census of 1827 there were only
36 men in New Mexico engaged in different professions, 18
of whom were school teachers, 17 were the religious, and
the remaining one of the 36 was the presidia! surgeon. · In
industries there were reported 1,237 artisans, 2,475 laborers, and 6,588 farmers, in a total population of 43,439. The
Pueblo Indians worked in clay and wood, in leather and in
fabrics. The commercial relations with Chihuahua and the
postal service were all that kept New Mexico from complete
isolation."
This whole situation has been well stated by Reuben
Gold Thwaites in the introduction to one of his volumes on
Early Western Travels: "Far to the Southwest lay the Spanish settlements of New Mexico, isolated islands of a sluggish
civilization. Practically all of their imports were brought
in by way of the Gulf of Mexico ,and Vera Cruz, thence traveling a difficult road of over fifteen hundred miles from the
coast, making their cost almost prohibitive to the mixed race
of Spaniards and Mexicans who dwelt in the valleys of
the upper Rio Grande."
•
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Description of Towns
These "isolated islands" were designated as villas,
plazas, ranchos and haciendas. According ·to the list for
handling the mails there were two villas, thirty plazas, four
ranchos and one hacienda. Davis has spoken of Santa Fe
as resembling a pile of kilns, and Pike describes it as follows: "Its appearance from a distance struck my mind with
the same effect as a fleet of the flat-bottomed boats which
are seen in the spring and fall seasons, descending the
Ohio .River." According to Gregg: "The only attempt at
anything like architectural compactness and precision, consists of four tiers of portales or corredores of the rudest'
possible description. They stand around the public square."
Davis gives further architectural details: "The materials generally used for buildings are of the rudest possible
description; consisting of unburnt bricks, about eighteen
inches long by nine wide and four thick ... The general plan
of the dwellings is nearly the same everywhere . . . The
wealthier classes have adopted the style of the Moorish castles ... A tier of rooms on each side of a square, comprising
as inany as the convenience of the occupant may require,
encompass an open patio or court, with but one door opening into the street ... The roofs of the houses are all flat
azoteas or terraces, being formed of a layer of earth two
or three feet in thickness, and supported by stout joists or
horizontal rafters ... Wood buildings of any kind or shape
are utterly unknown with the exception of an· occasional
picket hut in some of the ranchos and mining places . . .
The houses of the villages and ranchos are rarely so spacious as those of the capital, yet their construction is much
the same."
Woodwork and Furnishings
This general description of the layout of the towns and
the appearance of the buildings gives us the setting in which
the decorative and useful woodwork played its part. Davis
speaks of the portals along the principal· street as "an ornar

I
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ment, to the place," though rough in workmanship. Gregg
describes the Palace portal as being fifteen feet wide and
·running the whole length of the building.· Edwards, in
describing the Palace which he calls a "long mud edifice one
story high," speaks of this portal as a "portico formed by
extending the roof some distance over the street, and supported by smooth trunks of trees." He says the three sides
of
the plaza (around which the portico extended).
were de.
.
voted to "small shops for the accommodation of the
traders."
The portal was one of the most important elements· in';
the decorative effects of the architecture. The ceiling beam~
or vigas were made to protrude from the edge of the roof,
and their long shadows in diagonal lines across the wall did
much to break the monotony of the plainness of the adobe
structure. This feature was copied from the ·pueblo Indians; The corbel or capital at the top of each pillar of the
portal was the main enriching feature in the architectural decoration .. It is a wooden capital, long and narrow,
flat on the front and back sides that follow the grain and
carved with a deep cut-out design on the ends, in a diagonal
from the pillar to the architrave. This edge generally follows a "ball and step" pattern. According to a study by
S. G. Morley, these corbels have special characteristics when
used in ecclesiastical architecture, the style being generally
· a double corbel with more elaborate carving. The Historical
Society has in its collection an original corbel Of the old
Palace, and one from the Pecos mission church.
Often in residences the portals were set into a center
space of the front wall, between two corner rooms. They
were sometimes used around cloistered courts and sometimes as upper balconies. There were occasional balustrades with carved wooden railings. Simple elaboration of
window-trim occasionally was used. In almost every case
the decorative feature is wood. It is interesting to compare
the architecture of the Spanish colonists in Mexico with
this. There the development was. more in the direction of

-
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metropolitan centers, .and on a higher scale industrially.
The architecture with its elaborate stone and tile and iron
work and its extensive buildings, made a very pretentious
contrast to the utter simplicity achieved in New Mexico,
where structural devices carried only a few conventional
embellishments. Probably nothing short of a decided isolation of this small colony could have produced such a complete; uniform lack of accessories.
Of the interior ceilings; Davis says : "They are never
plastered but in those of the wealthier classes the beam~
that support the· roof are planed and painted in various.
colors . . . In some sections of the country, sma1l, round
sticks .are laid from beam to beam in herringbone style
(which was learned from the pueblo Indians), and painted
red, blue and green; but it is only a choice room that is
ornamented in this manner." Most of the wooden structures of the period were not painted. "The Mexican houses",
says Edwards, "although very uncomfortable-looking from
the outside, are, generally, by no means so within, for being
well white-washed there, they look clean, and are at all times
cool."
Lack of tools and mechanics led the people, even the
wealthy, to get along with very little furniture. Davis says
that although there were American mechanics by 1840, but
few of the people adopted our style of furniture. Every
article of this description sold at a price enormously high,
and ordinary pine furniture cost more than that of mahogany in the United States. He describes the interior of the
home of Governor Armijo, the last Mexican governor before
the American conquest of 1846 :
.
"The room exhibited a singular mixture of modern
"
elegance and barbaric taste. In one corner stood an elegant, canopied brass bed stead, after the most approved
Parisian style, while in close proximity was another clumsily made of pine and painted a dirty red ; heavy wooden
benches seemed misplaced beside velvet covered chairs and
a beautiful Turkey carpet; and the time-stained wooden

•
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beams that supported the roof were reflected in twenty
gilded mirrors that were hung around the room."
He describes his overnight quarters at a wealthy home:
"The apartment was a plain one. A single bed stood in one
corner, and several mattresses were rolled up along the walls
for seats; a rough pine table and bench stood at the foot of
the bed, and the earthen floor was without carpet or rug.
Along the south front of the building extends a portal overlooking a large garden and vineyard, affording a fine view(/
of the valley and the river." His description of a poor class
residence shows the condition of the masses: "It was a small
and comfortable affair with one door and one window, and
before the latter dangled a dirty rag instead of glass. The
floor was the hard, damp earth and the furniture consisted
of a small pine table, a rude bench, and two mattresses ; the
ornaments were a couple of family saints, a small piece of
looking glass set iri tin, and a few paper rosettes stuck upon
the wall."
The structure of the wooden furnishings is interesting.
The boards were cut with axes. In many cases it was impossible to secure even a hand-wrough nail. Therefore the
art of pegging, dovetailing and mortising . was practiced.
The chest was the mo!)t important and most generally used
piece of furniture. Elaborate chests, many with leatherwork decorations, were imported by the ricos. Styles of
chests made in New Mexico are the carved chest with front
panels; the uncarved chest, painted or decorated with tiny
strips of straw; and the carved chest on legs, with generally
two front panels. Sides are mortised or dovetailed together,
bottoms are fastened on with wooden pegs, covers are generally attached with iron hinges and fastened by iron locks,
the iron work being hand-wrought.
Before the American occupation beds were scarcely in
use at all. It is a question whether there. were any with
bedsteads in the Spanish period. Davis mentions that bedsteads were almost unknown. There were a few early beds
which amounted to a mere frame for a mattress. Four
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sticks of pine forming an oblong were fastened at the corners with wooden pins, grooved on the inside to hold cross
planks, and held up by legs of a conventional type which
were fastened on with a mortise.
· The table was made in various styles, but the general
plan was an uncarved top, round or square, on four straight
legs with decorated cross pieces between the legs. The
average height was twenty inches. · Tables often had
drawers with dovetailed sides and with a decorated front.
The top was fastened on with' a hole and wooden pin.
The chairs were small, made with four plain, straight
legs; decorated side props to the back; and carved boards
· across the back, mortised to the side pieces and set with
spaces between them. The seat often flared towards the
front, and handles, if any, were generally cut s-shaped.
There were straight benches of similar style.
Other examples of interior wood were the carved cupboard doors, made in pairs, and swung on wooden pegs as
were nearly all doors and windows; carved frames or
niches for santos and other simple varieties of shelves;
and such unusual candlesticks as a pair in our collection set
with strips of straw and having a peg to hold the candle.
Carved wooden valances with cut-out edge were sometimes
placed over the windows.
It is not surprising that even the wealthy used so little
'
furniture and the humbler classes practically none. Even
knives and forks were generally dispensed with, and the
tortilla was often substituted for the spoon.
Though the furniture was difficult to make, every article had its bit of carving. Throughout the design found
in the accumulated articles of collectors is seen a common
influence making a distinct folk-art. The main influence,
of course, was that of the sixteenth century of Spain, the
inheritance of these people, who had no other point of contact with the outside world. The fact that Indian designs
were used on such different media kept them from having
a noticeable influence on wood-carving. A very few motifs
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cover the range of the wood-carving designs. These are:
the two types of spindle,-the spool type made with a footlathe and the flat zig-zag spindle; the half-curve incised
with a chisel . combined with a series of short carved
grooves; the series of triangular niches; the step-back
considered by some to show Indian influence; the scallop-'
edged medallion; animals and ·coats of arms in exceptional
cases ; and the geometric cut-out, appearing on the edge or
the interior of a carved board. This was .often used in th(/
graceful, mantel-like structure placed over a fire-place to
hold several santos; Every fireplace had a shelf for such a
structure.
The santos represent. one of the especially unique. uses
of wood by these colonists. They are carved wooden statues or boards painted with pictures to represent the saints
or blessed beings, being a form of religious art in Spain
when the ancestors of these colonists left there. Tanned
.
.
skins were sometimes used, as well as wood, for the paintings, but not so commonly. The santos were used as objects
of worship in every home as well as in the churches. There
were traveling santo artists, but much of this work was
·done by the settlers for their own use. The wood-carving is
anything but expert in many cases, and the faces often
appear weird and grotesque due to the lack of skill of the
artist. The better retablos (boards) show the influence of
the sixteenth century folk-art of Spain, including the Byzantine influence of this Spanish art. The retablos were quite
roughly cut, and the work of crude tools is especially noticeable on the backs where the surface was not so carefully
smoothed. This wood, naturally pine, was treated with a
calcined gypsum mixed with glue-water, before the paint, of
an unknown material, was applied. Plaster was sometimes
applied for detail in the relief work, both on the bultos and
retablos. On the bultos, leather was sometimes used for
draperies, treated so as to become stiff. A later custom was
to dress the bultos with doll's clothes. The continuance
of the santo art for two centuries in its pure strain, unin-
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fluenced by outside elements as it was in Spain, is one of
the most important contributions of the isolated Spanish
colony of New Mexico.

Churches
Large polyptics of santos painted on pine, with an
elaborately carved frame outline, made the altar decoration in the churches. An effect of spirally carved poles generally made the sides of the frame. Balustrades in front of
the altar had carved railings, as well as the railings of the
back gallery balustrade. The pulpit was carved, sometimes
having .a huge, spiral leg. Church vigas and doors were
decoratively carved. Pine was generally used for the interior .woodwork. Doors were occasionally of cottonwood.
·The meagerness of material and the naive style of its decoration which was mainly woodcarving, have effected a
unique charm in these structures with their accidental,
flowing lines of adobe mortar, their massive buttresses and
simple belfries.
'Agricultural· Implements
With regard to agricultural implements, this period
of New Mexico development might be called the wooden
age. Plows, hoes, spades, shovels and pitch-forks were
often made entirely of wood. Their construction was very
crude as, many times, the hatchet known as the "squaw-axe"
was the only tool of the worker in wood: "a cart or a plough
is often manufactured without an auger, a chisel or a drawing knife." (Gregg in 1843.)
.
Davis gives the following: "Until within a few years
all of their agricultural implements were wooden, and the
use of iron for this purpose was hardly known. At the
present day [ 1856] many of the peasantry cultivate with the
hoe only, and plows are alone seen among the larger proprietors."
Davis quotes from a description he found, the author of
which he fails to name: "The Mexican plow is an ·implement
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of a very primitive pattern,. such as perhaps was used by
Cincinnatus or Cato; in fact, it is probably a ruder instrument than the plow used by these great ancients. It is not
seldom the swell crotch or knee timber of a tree, one branch
of which serves as the body or beam of the plow, and the
other as the handle, or still more frequently, it is made of
·two sticks of timber. The body is beveled at the point,
which is shod with a piece of sharp iron, which answers
for a share. It has also, mortised into its upper surface'
about midwa~ of its length, an upright shaft, called a'-/
tranca, which plays vertically through the plow-beam. This
beam which is a ponderous piece of timber not unlike a
wagon-tongue, is fastened to the plow at the junction of the
handle with the body, and being raised or' lowered at pleasure on the tranca, serves to regulate the dip of the sharepoint. To this beam is attached a yoke of oxen, no other
plow-beast being known here."
Davis goes on to say: "The above implement is in general. use where the hoe has been laid aside, except with the
wealthy proprietors who . have purchased more modern
plows from the United States, but not of the latest pattern.
In some instances as many as twelve or fifteen of these
'
homely affairs, drawn by as many yoke of oxen, will be in
use at a single time in a single field. Two men are required
to each plow, one to hold up the handle and guide the machine, while the other is employed in goading up the oxen
with a long pole shod with a piece of sharp iron. Such is
plowing in New Mexico."
·
Gregg mentions plows made "exclusively of wood,
without one particle of iron, or even a nail to increase their
durability." This is the type we have in our collection. The
handle is of pine, the share is of pifion, and the tongue is of
Douglas fir, showing the selective use of wood.

Other Devices
Gregg speaks of the carreta as follows: "Wagons of
Mexican manufacture are not to be found; although a num-
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·ber of· American..;built vehicles, or those introduced by the
trading caravans, have grown into use among the people.
Nothing is more calculated to attract the curiosity of the
strangers than the unwieldy carretas or carts of domestic
construction, the massive wheels of which are generally
hewed of large cottonwood. This, however, being rarely
of sufficient size to form the usual diameter, which is about
five feet, an additional segment or felloe is pinned upon each .
edge, when the whole is fashioned into an irregular circle.
A crude pine or cottonwood pole serves for the axle tree,
upon which is tied a rough frame of the material for a body.
In the construction of these carretas the use of iron, is, for
the most part, wholly dispensed with ... Rough and uncouth
as these carretas always are, they constitute nevertheless
the pleasure carriages of the rancheros, whose families are
conveyed in them to the towns, whether to market or to
fiesta, or on other joyful occasions." Davis mentions an·other kind of wheel, made of a section of a large cottonwood
tree, with-a hole through the center for the axle. We have
sets of both these types of wheels in our collection. . Davis
also says: "Among the ricos there are a few old-fashioned
·.Spanish carriages, cumbrous and uncouth vehicles, which
are drawn by four or six mules with outriders and postillions."
Of the ox yoke, he says, "It is in keeping with the
vehicle, and consists of a straight piece of wood laid across
the head of the oxen, behind the horns, lashed fast with rawhide, and is secured to the tongue in the same manner."
There is one of these yokes in our collection. Two triangles
.are cut in th~ edge to fit across the heads of the oxen. There
is a narrow groove through the center which has been worn
-shiny by the leather strap which fastened it to the shaft,
and there are a few simple groovings along the edge to add
·grace to the shape. It is made of pine. We also have an ox
yoke which shows the American influence, having bows for
the necks of the oxen. One of the bows is American factory-made and an iron pin with the ring by which it is
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fastened to the shaft is American factory-made. The yoke
is of pinon wood.
Another special apparatus was the spinning-wheel, of
which the. society has two examples, both of which were
made without nails, and one of which is of hewed boards.
This resembles a saw-horse built higher at the back. In
front is a place for the wheel, and in back, one for holding
the spindle. One ·is made entirely of pine ; the other has
pifion forks for support or legs. The. wheel is made witl(
wooden spokes around a wooden hub, which is mortised for'-./
each spoke. The hub is bound tight with a raw-hide thong
to keep the wood from splitting. · The thin pine of the circumference of the wheel; we are told, has been boiled in
water to make it bend. The ends have been sewed together
with a leather thong. So far, no one consulted claims to
have seen such a spinning-wheel in use, nor is there a description of it by the early· writers studied, though they
have spoken of the weaving for blankets and clothing and
carpets.· Gregg says, "The domestic textures are nearly all
wool . . . The manufacture of these articles is greatly .embarrassed for warit of good spinning and weaving machinery." Davis says, "Much of the spinning is done on the hWJo
or malacate (the whirligig spindle), which is kept whirling
in a bowl with fingers while the thread is drawn."
Our .collection includes a weaver's comb, which is made
up of two parallel slim· sticks about a yard long between
which is a row of reeds placed close together like the teeth
of a comb. The reeds are tied to the parallel sticks by woolen thread. The comb's use is to separate the threads of the
loom through which the shuttle is to be thrown. The parallel sticks are of juniper, and the small sticks which form the
the ends of the rectangle are of "paro duro," the popular
name for a local brush which grows stout and straight, making it useful where thin strength is needed. Other weaving
appliances in the collection are some boat-shaped pinon
shuttles, about a foot in length, and a set of factory-made
carders, which indicate a step in the transition towards the
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"machine age." Now, weaving continues but the descendents of the Spanish settlers use manufactured yarn.
In the collection is a blacksmith's bellows, made of pine,
oak, and cottonwood. ·Three boards, four feet long, placed
parallel and flat, one above the other, form the front floor of
the frftme. Between the two top boards, extending ·backward, two short boards made the sides of the floor of the
frame. Mortised to the back of these are two upright
boards, standing three and a half feet high. Wedged into
the top· of these, by wedges cut as deep as the width of the
board is a cross-piece that makes the top of the back of the
frame~
Into this are fastened the circular ends of two
cylindrical pieces of leather, extending forward, inside of
which is a series of wooden hoops. This leather is attached
by hand-wrought iron nails. A disk of wood covers the
front of each of these cylinders, which are held up by wooden stays. Through these disks and stays at front and back
is a hole about three inches in diameter, making an· air passage through the cylinders. Behind this hole in the front
stays, inside the leather cylinder, hangs a loose sheet of
leather, a devise for retarding the current of air, when
pumped·. Extending backward from the rear holes is a
a: metal' fu:imel~ which doubtless has replaced an original
leather funnel. At the base of each of the front. stays is
a narrow piece of wood, grooved to fit the bottom of the
stay. ·This grooved' board is shaped so that it could be tied
to the b'ase:..boards by a leather thong. The main frame is
of pine, and the stays of oaks are fitted into a piece of cottonwood, as cottonwood is· soft and yet is not inclined to be
cut away by the friction of the stays.rocking against it.
0f the two wooden bread.:.trays in the collection, one is
46 inches long by 20 inches wide. It is cut from one block of
wood, a large trough being dug out of the center and the
ends being cut into a thin board which is used as a table on
which to shape theloaf. The other is shorter without these
ends. The wood used in: both· is pine;
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A cheese press is made like a small table, about a foot
square, with four legs mortised to the top which slopes
toward the front. The top is dug out below a narrow frarne
so they will not run off, and a small trough is cut in the
front edge. Cheese was made of goat's milk and was very
popular among the settlers. The press is of pine.
Gregg mentions that stirrups were usually made of
bent or mortised wood, fancifully carved. Over the stirrups
were fastened the tapaderos or coverings of leather to pro~
teet the toes,-and formerly the stirrups had constituted a
complete slipper, mortised in a solid block of wood, which
superseded the use of tapaderos. In our exhibit we have
carved ~Iipper of this description and three other rathei
elaborately carved stirrups. According to Pedro Lemos of
Stanford University, these show a Moorish influence. They
were imported, as the wood. is not native.
'
The violi~ of pine and the guitar of aspen have been
made along the simplest lines possible. The bridge of the
violin is missing. The bridge of the guitar is fastened with
pegs and thongs. The keys of the guitar com.e through holes
from back to front. At the front they are split to hold the
strings. Those of the violin are set through sidewise, and
appear to have had the strings wound around the center
which is exposed in a hollowed place in the neck.
Wood had uses in connection with mining. It was used
as a framework in the interior of the mines and. as fuel in
the smelters. Gregg mentions the cutting of notches in a
pole or series of poles for entering the deeper mine shafts.
He also says: "A round wooden bowl called batea, about
eighteen inches in diameter, is the washing vessel, which
they fill with the earth, and then immerse in the pool, and
stir it with their hands."
Wood was important for river crossings, although even
the Rio Grande could be forded in most places, most of the
time. Study of the Spanish archive records has revealed
mention of two bridges before 1800, one of which was built
at El Paso. Logs for this bridge were floated down the Rio
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Grande from Taos, New Mexico, approximately 400 miles.
It was easier to transport lumber by floating it from so
great a distance than to haul it a few miles. Raft or canoe
services were also established as ferries.
Of fences, we learn from Gregg: "The lab ores and
rn,ilpas (cultivated fields) are often, indeed most usually,
without any enclosure ... Only a chance farm is seen fenced
with poles, scattered along on forks, or a loose hedge of
brush. Mud-fences or walls of very large adobes are also
occasionally to be met with/'
Wood for fuel was carried on the backs of burros, in an
arrangement of three separately tied bundles making an
effect of one big circle over the creature's back. Distances
from forest to village sometimes required over a day's
journey.
It was not until after the American occupation and,
more strictly, after the coming of the railroad, that there
was any noticeable change towards the use of· modern appliances and structures. Among the peasants today, many
of the old uses and customs persist.
·
To summarize, we find that wood was to these colonists
a most important resource for a wide range of personal
needs. Each structure is a study in inventiveness .. Wood of
limited varieties had to be used as a substitute for better
materials. Carpenters among the colonizers made use of
their knowledge of structure and design in Spain and applied the wood found in New Mexico as adequately as they
could. Indian influence was slight, and there was no con.:
tact with other cultures until ~he American period. Manufacture. was handicapped
by scarcity of tools and among
.
the colonists there were few artists of special ability.
Utility was the objective; decorative attempts were not pretentious; accidental beauty was a general result.
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NECROLOGY
JOHN P. CLUM

By PAUL A. F. WALTER
MAY 2, 1932, a little after nine o'clock in the morning, John P. Clum, Southwestern pioneer, returned to
his house after a walk in his garden at Los Angeles, and
passed in death from heart failure. It was in 1870 that he
had established for the United States, the weather bureau
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, where prior to his .arrival, meteorological observations were made and .'records kept
the
military forces. It seems a strange coincidence that Charles
E. Linney, in charge of the bureau for many years, died in
Santa Fe a few hours after. Clum had.died
in Los Angeles·
.
.
'
and not many weeks thereafter, Major H. B. Hersey,
weather bureau head at Los Angeles but who had also
helped to make history in Santa Fe, passed over the Great
Divide.
John P. Clum had won for himself a conspicuous place
in the history of the Southwest while U. S. Indian agent at
San Carlos, Arizona. He himself told the story at length in
Volumes III, IV, V and VI (1928, 1929, 1930. and 1931) of
the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, a lively and
. first-hand
.
contribution to the history and knowledge of the days when
Geronimo -and his band of Apaches took to the war path.
John P. Clum was born on a farm near Claverack, New
.York, in 1850. Brought up in the Dutch Reformed Church
by devout parents he was sent to Rutgers College, an institution of that church at New Brunswick, N. J., where he
became noted for his prowess in athletics, to which no doubt
he owed much .of the physical sturdiness which characterized him even on a recent visit to his old haunts in Santa Fe.
He studied for the ministry but had to give up college when
he developed inflammatory rheumatism and upon the advice
of a physician sought the dry and sunny climate of Santa
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It was in 1869, while at college, that he witnessed the

first inter-collegiate football game which had ever taken
place in the United States, a game between Rutger~ and
Princeton. The following year he made the team and
played in the second and only inter-collegiate game of that
year, that between Rutgers and Princeton. The following
spring he was on the rowing team.
Quoting from a biographical sketch which appeared in
the Los Angeles Times and which was sent by his son:
Clum went to Santa Fe as a government meteorological
observer. In those days the government passed Indian
agency appointments around to different religious denominations and in 1874, as a Dutch Reformed Church member,
he took a position as Apache agent on the San Carlos Reservation in New Mexico.
.
It was in the beginning of the Apache outbreaks of the
70's. The first thing he did was to order the soldiers to
withdraw to five miles· from the reservation. He set up a
police and judge system among the Apaches and governed
eventually 5,000 of them. When Geronimo broke off the
reservation Clum and a band of Apache police captured
the chief, took him back to the reservation in handcuffs and
jailed him. The renegade later was released by a successor,
with bloody results. ·
At one time the army sought to count the Indians and
issued an arbitrary order which found not only the Apaches
defying it, but Clum also threatening to fight with them
against the army. He and the Indians won the dispute.
Clum left the agency in 1877 after three years of service. So great was the esteem in which he was held by the
Apaches that wheri one of them sought to kill him because
of a grudge, the brother of the grudge-bearer himself shot .
down the belligerent one.
It was under his direction that several groups of Indians were assembled in peace on the reservation, despite
the savageness of the Apaches. It was a company of about
sixty of his Apache police who constituted Arizona's first.
State Militia and, under his direction, protected the whites .
against their redskin brothers.
Clum's reports ·to the Indian Bureau and subsequent
writings· constitute some· of the most important historical
and informative papers of the old West.· He once led a
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group of Apaches to Washington to protest to the President
against certain things that were being required of them. It
was the first such delegation to Washington.
In 1881 he went to Tombstone and became its first
Mayor. One time in his room he heard an unusual amount
of shooting and on getting into the street saw the bodies of
the three dead after the Cla:ntons had shot it out with the
Earps ..
It was while there that he founded The Epitaph, Tombstone's first newspaper. It exists to this. day. Later he
went to Tucson, where he founded The Citizen, Arizona's
first .daily.
Clum was chief of the division postal inspectqr~ in
Alaska in 1898. He was with one of the famous bands_that
tramped from Dyea to Dawson through dread Chilkoot
Pass in the Klondike gold rush ..
A little more than a year ago he went back to San Carlos Reservation from his home of retirement and indulged
in a pathetic reunion with some of his Apache scouts of the
'70's. Some of them traveled for miles to see him.· It was
their last meeting...
Frontiersmen, Indian fighters and pioneers of the great
Southwest-heroes· of Apache uprisings and survivors of
Arizona six-gun days when Tombstone was a real Heldorado
-gathered to pay final tribute to John P. ·clum, paleface
friend of Apache warriors, whose death brought to an end
the colorful career of one of the most famous figures in the
early history of Arizona and the border country.
The funeral oration, a eulogy to the deceased and a historical picture of frontier days now living only in memory,
was delivered by Dr. R. C. Brooks, director of religious education at Claremont College and a lifelong friend of Mr.
Clum. Private burial was in Forest Lawn Memorial Park.
Old friends of John Clum were among the mourners.
Maj. Charles T. Connell, who was acting chief of scouts in
1880 when Clum was Apache Indian agent on the San
Carlos reservation; Anton Mazzanovich of the Sixth United
States Cavalry in Arizona and hero of the Skeleton Canyon
massacre; Charles J. McElroy of Phoenix, a Clum aide when
the pioneer was Mayor of Tombstone, and · George K.
French, early Arizona army officer, who knew Clum as the
"Apache's friend," all were present. Scores of others were
there-faces bronzed by pitiless suns, but eyes undimmed as
they looked back at the colorful past.
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And the regret of all, as they mourned the passing of
their old friend, was that the old West, too, is passing. The
frontier town of San Carlos, trading post on the Indian
reservation where Clum and his comrades lived and fought
in the early eighties, now lies buried beneath 125 feet of
Gila River water in the lake impounded by Arizona's great
Coolidge Dam. Tombstone is only a wide place in the road,
which comes to life once each year in a revival of Heldorado
days.
Mr. Clum had resided in Los Angeles for the past fifteen years. He came to California first in 1884.
· He leaves his widow, a daughter, Mrs. Peter Vachon
of Santa Monica; a son, Woodworth, and three brothers,
George of Las Cruces, N. M.; Alfred of Cleveland, 0., and
Cornelius of Kensington, -Md.' The family residence is in
i958 West·Seventy-fourth street.
Governor Hunt of Arizona: a dose personal friend of
Mr. Clum, paid tribute to the late pioneer in a letter to Mrs.
Clum:
"John P. Clum is one of our pioneers to whom the
people of Arizona owe a great debt of gratitude. He served
with great intelligence and judgment. He had the courage
of his .convictions.
"It is my sincere belief that, had his policies been followed in dealing with our Indian tribes, much of the warfare and bloodshed between the white citizens and the Indians might have been av9ided.
"I think it very unfortt.mate that he did not receive the
unreserved support of Washington in those strenuous days."
Honorary pallbearers included Governor Hunt of Arizona, President Shantz and Dean Lockwood of the University of Arizona, Superintendent Kitch of San Carlos Reservation, ex-Postmaster-General Hitchcock and R. C. Brown
of Tucson, Leslie Gregory of Phoenix, Major-General C. D .
Rhodes of the United States Army, J. W. Erwin of San
Francisco, Harry Carr, Charles T. Connell, Fred J. Dodge,
William Hattick, Hazen Hunkins, Dr. George J. Lund, Dr.
A. F. Maisch, Charles Matthews, George W. Parsons, Donald S. Poler, M. H. Sherman, Dr. C. G. Toland and Williard
F. Yeo, all of Los Angeles.
Harry Carr, the noted writer and a personal friend of
Clum, paid the ~ollowing tribute in the Los Angeles Timeg:
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"The death of John P. Glum takes one of the last of the
great old western pioneers. To the last of his eighty-odd
years Mr. Cluni was keen, merry-hearted-alert.
"There are very few men who have known the West as
he has known it.
"He came to Arizona as a graduate divinity student
having played for Rutgers in one of the first inter-collegiat~
football games ever held.
"In Arizona he became the first agent of the bloodthirsty San Carlos Apaches; organized the first company of
Apache scouts to serve in the United States Army; was the
first Mayor of Tombstone, founded the Tombstone Epitaph
and the Tucson Citizen.
·
"The wildest Apaches adored Glum. A year ago I
went on a long automobile trip with him through Arizonavisiting his old scouts; we all knew that this would be their
last meeting . . .
"The men who made the West are fast going, and no
one that I know of did more to make the West than John p.
Glum."
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